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  Helen C. Mead-Parks
  the collator 

  

£   342 4  42 1 Geneue &  Langres par ceux de Chartres &... 
HUGE  E.D.  DAHL Valgrind  AGELESS  GRACE:   "LET  PARCS  ARGUE  THE  GRAND  SCALE  ACT" 
HE GUARANTEES  SHE  RENDERS   EXCELLENT  RECURRED  UERSES  
EXPERT 1  EXECUTES   EACH  LANGUAGE  THEATRE  REPHRASED  EXACT 
RESCUES  THE  OLDER CHARTED  OUTER   SPACE  CETUS ,  SECURED  EXCERPTS   SEA  CRUX

 the Sea Crux : the Cross in the Astronomical  Nautical  Sea which is now the Bennu Bird/Grus with its beak in Pisces

 OLDER CHARTED – yes, due to Corvus appearing on the 'wrong'  side of Leo, it came to me that  ALL  the pre J
constellations were presented facing the opposite direction to the ones we have now.  See Explanation Of The Prefixes.
In this manner we lost the "pre:cession". Technically it is now the pro-cession, and has been since  "J69½". 

6 2 3 In the first seventh century  & three heavens made witnessed. J557 Made the seventh century year & new skies will be seen. J562

 expert: a word not popular with the collator. To me, it means  "a drip under pressure". Thanks dad. 
 £   342  Allan Webber used the pound sign  £ to stop the computer auto-numbering. These are Template References, so that you may check on me 

Made the year five hundred eighty  more 

&  less,  = J582 - J583 

One attends a very strange calendar:   
That several realms will change five 

Centuries
  

to one.  
Thousand 
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£   502 
6:2:1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,In the year five hundred eighty more & less 

PENS CLUE MENTIONS ANNOTATE LINK CONNECTS LESS ANNUALS. SIMEON CQIN
 dragon 

CONCOCTS MONETISES 
CONSTANTINOPLE AS CO-TENANTS. ICON SPELT U.N. CONMAN USE OCTANES COST PLANET  
£   502  

6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins 
NELL ANNOTATES  CONNECTS: CONSTANTINOPLE OTTO, OCTO

/eighth month
 OCTANTE

/80
 TUUO MENTIONS A CQIN

/Dragon 

MONETISES SIMEON,  USES PLANET OCTANES AT UNSPELT COST. CONSTANT ANU PELEUS CO-TENANTS C.E   
QEII, CLANSMEN UISOR LENS SCANS NAMELESS OANNES SCUM NUISANCE CANCELS SUN, INSANE CLUES ELM CAT 

 ELM date Sept 1 to 29 CAT is Rabbit-Hare year 2023 

   22 January 2023 - 9 February 2024 Rabbit/Cat Water yr 

6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,  
CONNECT  LINK, NAMES COMPILES ANNUAL CLOCK’S SLICK COMPONENT CONCEPT-
NECK/Bull=edictANNOUNCEMENT INSTALLS TROIS CENS PLUS EMPTINESS ANNUAL LOCKED TO MINT CONTINENTAL COINS

 INNOCENT  C+ F+ 1 68

6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, J580 +  

Made the year five hundred eighty more and less, 
6 2 2 On attendra le ƒiecle bien eƒtrange: 

One attending a very strange  cycle: 
ciecle = millenium or calendar 

6 2 3 En l'a ƒept cés & trois cieulx feront teƒmoings, 

The first seven centuries 676 done & three 324  /tes made less they deducted 

cieulx = cieux means the heavens, the "l" means Pisces therein. 

6 2 4 Que plufieurs regnes vn a ciq ferot chage.                 

 That several realms will change five Centuries  to one. Thousand J557

J562 Que pour de l'or en bled non fans peine il change. 

That instead of its gold making difference serfs not without anguish/sentenced. taxed-fiscal, sovereign position stolen 
pour = in order to, instead of, in favor of,  bled = village/villager/serf  non sans= not without   peine=anguish/sentence 
J562 That instead of its gold making difference serfs not without anguish/ sentenced.  

: Otto began the new millennium in the July calling it Yule, because that July of J676 instead of 

summer it was winter, due to ISON passing over. An opportunity for him  taking advantage of the need for a reset. 

 pope Gregory "repairing" the Julian kalends (but not fixing the extra 44 years),  taking advantage 
by changing the kalends to fiscal instead of seasonal. Noting it was pope Innocent who sent William to Hastings 

with J582/3 not that far off from the date on the Bayeux Tapestry, allowing for its decade+in the making. 
  

http://www.holymtn.com/astrology/rabbit.htm
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  THERE ARE ONLINE GROUPS SAYING  
THEY ARE AFFILIATED WITH THE ELOHIM & RA 

THEY ARE NOT  
THEY DO NOT KNOW ABOUT THE COPIESTS CHARADES  

WHICH KONTROL THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
 

the best example of this was
£  183410 49 2  Dans le chemin des montagnes cauees:  In the pathways of the hollow mountains... deep underground bases 
CAENEUS  MIND  SEDUCER  DEMONS  CAUSE  DOLORES  CANON  MISCHANNELS  MICHEL  NOSTREDAME .   ATONING  IOUR  CASE 
CHANELING  ADDS  DECADENT  VASTNESS  DEMONS   

precession TO  EVADE  SATANS  TEAM, MAKING  VENOM  CEASES. (VASTNESS = outer space,  from  Alpha Centauri) 
C+F+4 67  

 SHE AGONISES OVER  CHANNELERS  SEDUCEMENT,  CHASTENS  THOSE  GENIUS  DEMON CAENEUS  'ANGELS'

 

The Caenus DEMONS are the greys which crack the whip on the Industrial Military Media Complex and which falsely channel 

They float and many who meet them (military men) actually faint when they do meet them. They prefer to hover off the ground 

but when they do use gravity, they "walk like Donald Duck" (an interview between Linda Moulton Howe and a general)   
in Da Vinci Met Nostradamus May 16 2015 pgs 5 & 6 CHEAP SHOT because of what I wrote regarding the beloved Dolores Canon 

channelling  (in general)  and then to be told   ʺNO DISHONOR TO IOUʺ   which pairs  "ATONING" and  "INDULGENCE"    
:£  3074

  
:    

 pairs COMPARING 

 

where the answer sits in the words "EARLIEST ADORE" C+F+endnotes 
9 62 3 Le pertinax Oppi, & Mandragora, The long-lasting Opium and Mandrake. 

PAIRING ORIGINAL PROXIMAL ANTE prior DATE MIDDLE AGE DELETED =  to delete 676 years 

  
PAIRING GOLDEN RING LORD APPARITION PAINTER EXPLAINED, APPOINT, LAY-TIME NELL APPORTION PIANO TEXT 

MARGINATE, EXPLORE, RELAX  APPROXIMATE OLDER GARAMOND/font-quatrains ANAGRAM  TEMPLATE = R.O. ELOIM  XX/20  
ORATOR EARNED;  PREPARE TO REAPPEAR IN RARE ERA ~  REPARATION  APPENDIX  (A.D)  PREFIX ( i J  y ) ANGEL EXPLANATION. 
TIME DAMN PARROT POPE EXPIRANT (March 21 2020).A REAL DRAGON, TAX'D POLAR LAND, PROPAGANDA APRON TOXIN,chemtrails 

ORGAN PROPAGATION PAIN, ANTI-against POOR PROLETAIRE/folk   
£   392

 4 92 1 continues later 

THEE ATTEND to SATANIC ATE  PRENATAL INFANT ~ EATEN ALIVE  EACH A  PITIFUL PAUSE   
ACHIEVED REPAIR THEIR FATE  

 

 C+F+4  67  &  2390    an event predicted beforehand, providing the exact date and reason – "brain ganglion repair" returning with blind eye fixed
 

There is always the chance that the Copiests did follow thru in the visits of Zo, pretending to be him, in just the same way that the 

apostle-disciples of Immanuel were fooled by a copy. When handing out titles (such as "Ra", or "Jesu christos" ) – the Copiests 

excel, especially with humans who could not possibly imagine it is feasible to have almost perfect copies of one person appear on que. 

Sometimes I wonder if that might even be the reason for very recognizable scars on every corner of the body I inhabit. That thought 

came to me as a result of publishing a pdf which had four different sources saying the same thing:  events which all revolved  around 

one of the "STAIRUUAY TO AIRUUAY" ʺpickupsʺ (the event where Da Vinci was questioning, pointing at me, asking was it me who 

had found his "cues"): in which a reader (rightly so) asked how I could be sure it was the original me that had been re-turned!   

By such query, passing doubt on the veracity that it was the "good ones" who had picked me upMarch 20 2017and not the Copiests.  

What would be the point of a charade using a copied Da Vinci displaying his doubt regarding someone having found his ʺcuesʺ ? 
Template reference £   167  2:67:1  TO RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO CUES: CHIEF LETTER CLUE: LETTERB  BEFORE LETTERE:  

BE NELLA IN COMMA TO COMMA 

 , ,

   Nell: that the lines  of  her  subjects topicsare collated.
SOLO  ORATOR  COLLATOR  TELLS  DATA  ALERTS: 

 Delli omini che dorman nell'asse d'albero   the English : 

various ones that are asleep about the tree (codes) expert1  

 ('tree expert Nel' see also assa.limento) and the collator was once a nursery hand,  but this means  Celtic Tree codes 

 NELL MEAD ILL-MELODIES (5G) RESILIENCE MIRACLE, : MIRRORS  IN  ALARM,  
See the MIRROR  section of What Are TheChances, page 7  

IS BOLD  ALERT  DECISION 
 

£  1121  
2 78 2 AUST. AGENTS SET LANGUAGE INPUT ~ UNIQUE LANGUAGE CODES QUEST, EQUATES KEEN SUITE ENSUES 

once the Triple Method had been "allowed", mentioned in Letter 32  
See LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED  

£  1121  
2 78 2

The ciphers for asteroid names means any asteroid
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hen harking back to those moments an individual waltzes into one's life;
leaving an unexpected influence that alters the path a person thought they 

The reader is to comprehend that these works grew themselves, collating the Hidden Texts for 
~ the very first to be acknowledged here. Apart from  

who proffered the basis for the texts.9 1 3 As usual, it has always been a case for "God helps those 

who help themselves",  because the hidden texts were not going to appear to us already done! 

There was no design or intention to segregate one particular topic, subject to any reasoning. 

Puppets and puppeteers, one might say.  
 

It was not unexpected that the people about to be mentioned were named within the Template 

for the Hidden Texts – just sitting there to be found in most cases. Be it before their advent or 

after, the timing of the finding made little difference other than a wonderful form of validity. 

At this point it needs to be added that NO ONE was going to find the Triple Method Ciphers 

for the quatreins without each and every quatrain line having been anagrammed first; From 

an Authentic1Original publication. Only by compiling all those Quatreins first, which referred 

to Jain the mathematician who published zero as a number in J458, only then would the codes  

work.What chance did the Hitlerites have without modern computers, albeit Krafft came close.  

So let us all acknowledge who published Zero in J458, the + cipher. 

JAIN  LINES 

1 42  2  Refufcite encor par gens malins:    revived again by malicious people 
NAME ALLAN’S SUNRISE a new day TEMPLATE PROCESS COMPUTER  PROGRAMS  CENTURIES  LINES.  ALLAN RECOGNISES PLEASING 
GRACE ANGELS, CONFERS COLLATER NELL: IS SCORNFUL,  SPURNS  ASTRONOMIES  SURLINESS ALIEN CRAFT RACES IN GENERAL 

all these following come from the Template programmed by Allan Webber 

3 26  4     The hidden parts will be interpreted 
PERCIPIENT  INTERCEPTORS  PRINTERS:  [plural ,  Allan & Helen) TO  INTERPRET  ZEROES:    

ENTERPRISE  INCITES  ZETE  (peer at, study)  EPICS   EXIST  TEXTS   ENTRIES    
PRINTER:(singular, Allan found Jain)  INTERPRETS ZERO'ES  INCITES ENTRIES 

4 11  3  J555   J557 

The twelve red ones will come to soil the cloth/cardinals, pedophileia?   (andor clothe the soil) chemtrails? 
ED: (Editor) OUR  VIGNETTES  FOUNT  (burst forth from) VEIN [conduit to quatrains]  TOILFUL FONT ZERO  [count] 

4 11  4 J555     J557 

Murder underneath, murder will arrive perpetrated.          underneath chemtrails     or those Mabvs Grayles underground 
PREPARED,  REROUTES VERSE [texts]  VIA METER, [measure/number] RETRIEVES, REVERTS TO SENSE REINVESTED SUB/under ZERO 
this refers to measuring the length of a line in relation to the one before and the one after, keeping all the lines in a pleasing frame 

 

 

To my surprise, this helped a great deal in the gaining of context 
having been directed to "first box the lines", which can be seen in  
the pre 2013 (August 2009 to January 2013) pdf forums. Pre Triple Method 
The words in the Template arrive ad liberatum, in no order at all  
yet there are more than one topic, sometimes four, to be plucked 
such as those in  What Are The Chances,  that gave us  five genres! 
 

£  1990 
 Il n'y aura fauxbourg, cite, ne vile,  

 

 like so... 

when you see Roman Numerals on top of an original 

quatrain you know you are looking at a J557 edition, 

while Michael was still alive. 

 
1 

Authentic, original 
£   344 

4 44 1 RECLAIM AUTHENTIC  
ROUGH DIAMOND UERSION 
MUGS  IGNORED. 
£   498  check it in the 
Computerised Template 
RECLAIM  AUTHENTIC  
M DLV. METRICAL  AND  EDIT 
THE  UURECKAGE. 

'exti' = Latin:  prove to be, [in the ] bowels. 

(hidden, dark). 'pices'= lower, pitch. (dark) 
French:  'exter'= go-take out, to eliminate 

'pices' = parts, places 

Gotique: a word not used post 6 th century 
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To explain: "day of death put for birthday"  Although the doctor's day of death at July 2nd J566 is the publicly recognised day, 

he was actually killed September 19 2011.  See One Sent To Die, Unique Of All Deaths.  The latest cronor visor visit received 

from him was July 2nd 2017, the week I had to leave the farm and go to Sydney for experimental uterus surgery, related to 

his comment in Letter 32. "Parca… who has the ears to hear whatsoever amongst our mandate... To undergo delivery forthwith... 

datae (done/provided regardless) autem (moreover/due to) illae (cost her unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvic) febriles (fever, weakness).
1:42:4

 

        Verification arrived in 4 91  in the Codes Within  Codes  C+F+FEEL herein, which confirms the exact date, as does 4 31 4: 

MEƑELLE = SELL/tell  EEL/Hirudo-Orion-Group  MELEES  FELL ME    C+F+ 2 72 
 

4 32  4  J557 

PHILO [friend]  INFORMS  PALAEOETHNIC AN ART (Age of Leo etc) –and see 1 67 4 ANU  FORMATION  ANTIOCH'S  TANACH:     
Anu. Nicaean council, those who edited the bible see 8 10 2 U.N. GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES, NONE QUANTIFIED 
AROUSAL of the ORIGIN OF ORIGINAL FEUDING RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON) done by the Nicean Council in y325  (coincidence it 
is 324½ missing years in the Western calendar – which were deleted by prince Otto calling July 676 "Yule" of 1000 AD) 
£  3161 

4 32 4 FINER R.O. LOATHE INFERIOR MAN-REPTILIAN; AIM THE MARS HALO IN MA/Oct (see ‘explosion on Mars Oct. 2014'.)  

        ON (Oannes) REPTILIAN pairs 6 5 3 BY PHARAOH 'S EMBRYO, (Obamba/formerly  Amenemhat) I SEE MAN POSER IN 
HESPERIS western SPHERE. ARM/Cepheus/Arcturus Seraphim in the Black Knight DEPLORES THE DE-LUXE MENACE LOSER (elite). EPHEMERIS ARM 
EXPLODES DEMONIC MUTINEER IN MARS ELITE’S DOMES (this explosion did happen, the jump room on Mars was sasared  Oct 2014)  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx3WdyOihH8    
So saying, is it the Elohim who arrange the Isle de France asteroid??  1 75 2  4 32 4: ANSWER to CAME in
NO: R.O:-Regency-Order.- RA,-  
£  3161  

4 32 4  PHILO/friend OF /Cepheus
 King of kings

/Arm. INFORMS ANU IN ART. 
ANTIOCH FORMS PALAEOETHNIC

earliest men
TANACH FORMATIONS:CHANT;CLONES PLACENTAE IN PHIALS  

  

 TONEMIC GENOMIC/Nordic. FEEDING CESAR
/Rome 

TRACES D.E.F.
D.E.UU 

FEUD COMTES/greys   RACES CARCASE. 

A  
Casseopea card reading ARCS METONIC moon  

CYCLE   

 T = Ursa Major RACES of CARCASE = Men In Black  A Casseopean –  Last Card in Last Supper, with Putin
 METONIC moon CYCLE  3 25 =all four lines are about the "hundred sided planetoid" orbiting our moon.         
 There were three different crop circles which showed this, and I have now caught two photos of it 

£  1168
3 25 2 POET SEES EDDIC~LINES CENTILE [one hundred] JOINTED SIDES LESSER PLANET SQUAT/stops.  

PLANETOID PROLATENESS  (elliptoid orbit) QUINTANS (every 5th day)   pairs VIEUUS ELLIPTOID SALON HERSELF  in 6 5 4 £  3334
 

 Allan Webber   see also  C+F+5 100 2 FEIGNED COMETS above 

£  2916 
1 87 4  

"PEN BI THESAURIS" 5 61 2 a directive from the Template in seven different lines, relates also to    "SUB-LITERATE SUBTITLES  8 6 2 

SUBTLETIES" the real meaning hidden (SUB)  in each quatrain line using the clues that are easy to see once one knows the Triple 

Method. This is how both Filippo and Chavigny are exonerated.   

1 87 4 Puis Arethufa rougira nouueau fleuue.Le diuin 
  

   so saying real asteroids being redirected
THOU UNAUUARE  OF PARIS GUILE  (The Isle de Paris- appearing affected by an asteroid) 
EERIE UNLAUUFUL FIVE GEE AUDIO URANITE  A.I.  ALLOUUED. 
ASTER SHOUUER SUUIPES RHOETUS/giant ROGUES' IRAN. does this refer to the likes of the Kandahar giants? 
ALIENS HARVEST; ATE THE NAÏVE VILE. April 2020 all those little children bound up in boxes were headed this direction 

 
UUE RISE AGAIN, FLEUU UP SUPERIOR OUR OUUN FUEL 

 (light flux anti gravity, thought waves)  
 ..OUR OWN FUEL here could mean "by thought patterns" 
  AROUSE PAIRING FALSE ASTEROID LINES  
  which I did just recently while looking for 5 100 2  
  There are 7 pages if anyone wants them, just write ,  mark it 'Asteroid Lines' to the email address  hiddentext@live.com.au   

IS NEUU ALIEN NATURE SHOUUN IN  

 

 

 UHURU = freedom  April 15 – May 12, meaning April 15 -30

 

 

 J555 publication. The very first edition has additional words to line 4, 

which is why there is guidance to "use authentic version mugs ignored" 4 44 1 

INFORMS you 

ANU IN ART 

the hidden 

Anak in the 

Last Supper 

 

nebulae sits in 

  

the 'Arm' with 

BRANCHES 

 is also the 

date of July 8 

to  August 4 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx3WdyOihH8
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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£  3251 “ See 'N' Eridanus rogues not cheer – resemble, imitate; (shape shift)  generous  Essene” Allan Webber 

 GENEROUS ESSENE: Immanuel  Iscariot, I plonked this one here because it says that Immanuel Iscariot was copied 
and that the rogues are "not cheering" thanks to their area being hit by false asteroid/s, meaning, aimed asteroids 

 UTI  was Nannar's son, still is 

4 32 4  Le [three Greek words] mis fort arriere. Iuppiter.  J555, another appendixed line the "mugs ignored" 
TERRIFIER REPTILE REAPER , IMPAIRS LEPERS FRUIT (DNA). SUPERIOR ARM REPEL PIT IMPERIAL 
IMPERILS RARE POETS AREA. see ESTOMACH  ...    (LEPERS  =  Alkhemye for those who are not aware, not awake, and do not want to be awake) 

“sera dans mon [IN MY]  ESTOMACH intercluse ”. will be blocked/held – locked in my stomach   E S T O M A C H = 

COMETS A (Dec 21/22)   CAME, TO CAST HOME
 [Earth ~ H  (May 13 – June 9)  

Just another line telling us that a celestial intruder is going to move the Earth off her orbit in two events 
AS COMETH MATCHES O (orbit) HATS COME (white  hats?) ETCH MAe. OS (Capr) MOST ACHE  

HE (it, asteroid) MASCOT  TOE  CHASM (Italy see 9 45 “stone crops/Tuscany the worst” )  

SAME TO HC, HC collator  AS TO ME …[and] A.C.T. Canberra HOMES.  which is actually where Nostradamus really died!             

COH [Cosine/trig/numerators/Uan)  MATES  COSET  HAM (Negro) 

 “sera dans mon [IN MY]  ESTOMACH intercluse ”. From The Preface, letter to his son 

 

£  3220
4 91  4    J557  Prevailing his son before sullied  death.       C+F+FILIPPO 

 
£  3220

 4 91 4 Son fils regner avant mort tafchera J562                           (R Drako GENRES HERA/asteroid) 
IS ENGRAVERS'  SAVANT REFASHION REASON ENGRAVES R GENRES ARCHES/vb HERA ASCHERA CRASHES:  
SHE CHARTS STAR TRACTS [New Heavens] FOR /2023.THEOCRATS/JesuitsGENERAL'S SON SCATHES HER SEARCHES IN /2020  

The consequence of the  "EPIPHANY"  searches became the pdf forum  "EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES" in which I discovered all pre- j719 

illustrations of the celestial heavens were depicted reverse to the ones we have had since around that date. Including those in Cesar Notredame's vignettes. 

Just another notch in the long wooden measuring stick of proof  that Nostradamus was really in J555. Julian (which is 44 years older than C.E.) 
£  2364

5 78  3  ENUMERATED JAIN ZEROES  CODE  (cipher):  EXUNDATE (overflowed, add to)  DATE  SEEDS CODES 
£  3405

6 76  4  LESS  OBDURATE  MEDIA  ROUTE  ABOUT BROADEN NORMATIVE  LINES 
£  3457

7 28  4  CHORE:  ENTER ZERO TIMES BORN [first date published], SCHAPPE (silk thread, strong but hard to see) TOUCHES       [the truth]      
£  1676

8 91  2  RULES:  REZONES  ZEROES.  CLUES  PREVENT  LOUSY  SCORES    
£  2686

9 58  3  TRY  OUR  ZERO  UUYRDS  DATE ORDER (what are the chances of anyone  accidentally finding the cipher!   
                         This is how the  docteur ''hocussed Hitler''  (C+F+4 26 3)

 £  2212
 

 

 ATTACH JAIN: [published J458] HE THAT COUNTS  ZEROES  RETROCESSION  EACH  SIZE : [Example Presage J562 + 458 = 2020] 

 FOCUS ON ENTRIES  OF  ZERO  ABOARD  BODY  [of work] FEATURED ENTER,  ELABORATE [vb]  CEY'S  JAIN  ABROAD  
[India] the real  clue (JAIN) was in the last of the "clue" lines   OBDURATE  [people, doubters]   DEFY  BY  [because of] ODD  FEATURE 
obdurate  [stubbornly] defy [others who would question] the odd feature. That is, by anagrams arriving in the English language.   
the ODD FEATURE  is aligning all these lines with  ZERO!       Or maybe the odd feature is "stargate" 
To ELABORATE:  to arrange the details, to develop further.  
FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD template BODY FEATURED ELABORATE [vb]  JAIN ABROAD   
9 73  1  ENTER CEYS  ABROAD, (India) FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD texts BODY FEATURED ELABORATE [vb] JAIN 
use the year Jain published zero = 458  by adding to the presage date.  
THE 'ODD FEATURE'  IS ALIGNING ALL THESE LINES WITH ZERO! 
Even so, one will not realise exactly what is meant without realizing  what QUATRAIN 3 94 1 says "for five hundred years more..." 
It is the publication date  for the first  'zero' as a cipher number used,  ie ƚ555+458 = 2013,  the year,  in March, that the Triple Method 
was first published by me and I just realised, exactly 458 years, because the J555 first publication was  March  J555! 
 
£  1776

9 91 2  R.O. CONCERNED HELEN with  ANALYZES  TIMER (calendar) that is: finding the 324 missing years and how it was done 
which then led to finding why we have an extra one thousand years tacked to our calendars (see previous forums) ONCE (after) RE-
NORMALIZED  the  ANCESTRY (the Ancient Astronaut theory, Other Worlders, the Dero & The Alcyonese of the Antechrist, the “third 
peoples”  from before the Jesu Christos period, those which bibles call “fallen angels”. Those which Nostradamus named five times in the 
Epistle to Henri, and twice in 8 77 & 1066                         Final word: “always, but always, look to the stars first” Preface to Cesar, his son. 
JAIN PUBLISHED ZERO AS A NUMBER IN J458,  SO THIS IS THE NUMBER TO BE ADDED TO DATES IN THE PRESAGES & QUATREINS 
£  1776

 9 91 2 Le Cherfonnez tiendra & Marceloyne,Falling on the Macedonian peninsula, (See the Adriatique pdfs) 

ORACLE CHEERS:MET LONELY CHOSEN LATECOMER NELL MEAD.TEACHES HER REANIMATED FRENCH CONFRERE CONCERNS EARTH 
CYCLES INTERFERENCE. MY ZERO CODE REINFORCES THOSE DATES CONFERRED. (the Presage and Quatrain numbers) 
£   167              My own favourite lines : 
2:67:1  TO RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO CUES: CHIEF LETTER CUE: LETTERB  BEFORE LETTERE: BE NELLA TO COMMA      
in   Italian "NELLA" means "within" go to Da Vinci’s ‘Riddles’,  find  NELL between commas – see also further advice from Da Vinci "PIANO" 

5 99 4 J557 J562 

£  3328 
      

('q' = 'c' and 'k'. 'u' = 'v'. 'uu' = 'w'. 'f' = 's'. 'i' = 'y'.) 
 

HUXED QUIETLY BY CRONUS UISOR, HEAVEN-BORNE DA UINCI ENTERS PRESENT CENTURIES RECENTLY (NO PRETENCE) TO 
SEE MEAD-PARKS, SHE UUAS KNOUUN NICELY.  UUE DO NOT DENY HE UUAS CYNICAL, UUHATEVER HOAX MOCKERIES ARISE 
this was the golden ring appearance that was "dripping gold light" which came when son in law was sitting next to me watching tv 
 

5 99 4 BritanniqueRome                                                                                                         (COBRA MUTINEER – against the N W O was Putin) 
QUEER BRAIN:  BRAUE QUIET RAMBO, INQUIRER REMAIN IN REMOTE ORBIT CUBE QUARTER – COME CUE COBRA MUTINEER, 
MERIT IN MATURE RE-CREATION TRUE BORN.  ICON NEAR COMET METEOR; CURB BURNOUT INCUR IN ORNATE/Libra RAT/2020  
 

notice how far one had to go in this template to find the  9 73 1 hint 
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Now,let us start with the prime modern person. The one with-out whom you would be reading some other 

book or movie.  A former professor of mathematics at Adelaide University piqued by a severe type of 

curiosity,  simply set to delving into the works of Nostradamus, in order to prove anagrams 

do not work. Hoping  anagrams are a bunch of hooey.  

For some reason the word 'anagram' seems to set off the same emotion in the listener that a flat-earther 

agenda does. The word 'agenda' used here with intent. 

An explanation of prefixes is needed. The ƚ was the Greek Ieousus/Yesus/Yeshuah. A 'y' = ʺyear ofʺ & 

the ʺ jʺ is usually taken for an i, but J is for our purposes here, Julian, which calendar began 44BC. 

The shock for Allan was the result. After a handful of the quatrain lines seemed to hold occult (hidden) 

content that appeared to contain words in context with a message all their own, Allan set about designing 

a computer program to facilitate transferring all the quatrain lines into a Template.  

The vocabulary he used is from archaic days, & well above modern education erst-while "standards".  

His other discovery was that they worked; be it in English language, German or even French!  Doing the 

Quatreins only took him from 1999 to 2008.  Nine years. 444 (4 44 3) to 453 (4 53). 

To be astonished on a daily basis for the thrill of it is not the best reason to continue. Yet during  the seven 

years I was  working from 2013 to 2020,  using the Triple Method "allowed" ~ it was discovered that the 

anagrams also produced interesting results from the  English translations – and in context! 
       For instance  6 53 1 The great Celtic Prelate suspected by the King = bright angel-like, succeed arc the petty ET pest,  
       and 5 99 2 Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation  =  invincible adept saint - attend panic it behead coy crux/ 

Grus
  

      invisible exotic (shapeshifting) hardy cube, (ufo) –        (these appear with others in the pdf forum ROMAN CANDLES) 

At this end of the menu stirring stick... with the beginning at the bottom of the pot, in the very first & 
original publication of J555;  Quatrain 4 44 had told us that anagrams are involved, in a hint in line 

three: deBourdeauxvncailhau. No spaces.    The best explanation so called students of the docteur could 

muster for a reason was "publisher's error"... Nine quatrains later, at #4 53, the first edition simply 

stopped.   This as a date, is also within the orbital year Da Vinci was born.     Quantum astrology 

Let us see what this scrunched up set of words has to offer when anagrammed on their own. 
4 44 3 deBourdeauxvncailhau ~ with so many of letterU, we can turn two of them into a W 

BEAUX A,Cass BRAW CHE BRAINWAVE J.Rod  IN LUXED CUBE DOWN UNDER LAND WHERE DAHL, ANCHORED AVID 
ALLAN, HELEN, NOW ARCHIVED IN OVER CLOWN  (OWED RICH LADDERstargate ) 
HEARD, WARNED: EVIL DEAD-ALIVE ALIEN HID, OLD ENKUR LEWD HANDLER VALUED VENAL HELD CRUEL, 
DEBAUCHED IDLE  EB CHILDREN, LOCHABEE:  ABLE  DEVOID RANCID ADRENAL 
ARCHON-DEVIL CRAB COWARD UAN WILD DNA HOAXED=ONWARD HAVOC LEECH COW HAND 
AVOID WUHAN CHINA ABROAD. COBRA VEXED OLD ARABIC DOCTOR COAXED VIRAL BOXED A DECADE 
BEDE CODEX DRACO EUNUCH RECODED BAD CO-ED DNA, ADD DECODED ACID, READ: DEAD DEC. OX. '21 
EXCLUDE RIVAL HALVED HA, WAX'D OVERLOAD DEED, BARD DR. BRAVADO BRACED ABOARD IN 2  72 UNIQUE  END, 
WEIRD BURIAL.  KNEW LABIA Andromeda Council  WERE VEXED see One Sent To Die, Unique Of All Deaths and  3 47 3 from the Template, below 

  BEAUX A,Cass  Beautiful Casseopean. The "A" is the sky rune for Cassiopeia. Sky runes are one third of the Triple Method ciphers. 
  BRAINWAVE = Che greys call themselves  J Rod. They have two brains, three genders and say they are us from 52,000 years into 

our future. The word WAVE is very important in all of the works from NostraDamus because it refers to frequencies. It was C1 Q63 
that began all of this that you are reading – where line three spoke of "squeezing the waves" (Erika Cheetham) which at the time of 
studying 1 63, seemed to mean jet propulsion. Jet propulsion was very new on Erika Cheetham's horizon, just like frequencies of 
sound were very new to us until quite recently. They are called Directed Energy Fields also known as Directed Energy Weapons. 

  BRAW CHE – he of the mystery word fully capitalized in C1 Q2 = BRAN CHE'S also known as to those who re-
ceived The Chani Project information from the same source – the younger Elder Chani – 

Once Interface. This is why he is depicted see-thru in Huggin's artwork. It was Chani who supplied the wording for the Template.   

Known as Bran the Beloved & St Michael,  An invisible Watcher and a Messenger 4 62 1 CHANI IN MACHINE & "FORMLESS" CHANI 
  LUXED CUBE the Golden Cube which uses a form of bending light, not only as a propulsion but also defence 
  DAHL   the seven foot tall Valgrind, who helps with the wording here, the "face in lace" crop square  ERECTS  MIND ZONE 7 22 2 
  ANCHORED ALLAN, HELEN – in the Template you will see qualifying words "ANCHOR ALLAN" and "ANCHORETTE HELEN" 
  OLD ENKUR the original name given to the newly mature EnLil long before he became "Lil" lord of airways, frequencies, sacrificial 

smoke, storms and chief pilot Ruach. He as a KUR pilot flew the KUR/mobile planetoid/s that collect the mined gold 
  LEECH formerly Hirudo -The Crown [of Orion] constellation COW Aldebaran, or HIND leg of Cow/Ursa Major,  HAND= Betelgeuse,  

CRAB = Cancer constellation. The word HIND was in this line, it also means "deer", Orion,  and the Capricorn period 
  DEAD-ALIVE ALIEN = the living-dead, using time gates to avoid his terminal death. Ala Lu/Allah Lucifer. See Ala Lu Satan  not 

strictly correct.  A satan is an adverb, it should be titled Ala Lu Lucifer 
  DEBAUCHED IDLE WEB CHILDREN so now we know who is behind both the "idle internet" and the pedophile pornography.  For 

Nostradamus his greatest sadness ("pity the children") was the lack of learning modern children are receiving. On purpose 
  EXCLUDE not including  RIVAL HALVED HA, anti-gravity element 115, the word Ha found in a poem  WAX'D  grew  OVERLOAD 
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2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte:  
PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR (of the space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL  

(the manner of Nostradamus real death) and the reason for saying "of dying our final death" 
2 72 3 Romains luis,o Gaule repoulsee.  
ANOMOLOUS  PERILOUS  SIEGE – PLEIOMEROUS  ALIEN  ARGUE  SOULS  POSE GLAMOUROUS  LEISURE.  

Saying having a soul is a luxury too good for humans!  
Here is the reason things went wrong in the planetoid, which shares the DNA of the pilot:  

 PLEIOMEROUS = Having more than the normal number of parts.  
Either a Copiests Mantis or the two brained Zeta45 he rod. The J Rod45s are the negative ones from 45,000 years in our future 

All four lines of 2 72 became the topic of the murder of Nostradamus – which they  ensured the collator witness!  
Somewhere in the body of this book will be a heading titled "Murder Rumored" 9 58 3 

1 65 3. Au puy brifes:fulgares allant mouldre,    ALLAN  UUEBBER  is in line 3 (underlined means aphesis used) 

Then fuse event to divide the pulley system                  SUPER MASTERS  PROUD  OF 
SMART ALLAN  UUEBBER'S  DUTIFULLY  SAFE  UUISE  ANAGRAMS-PROGRAM  TABLES TEMPLATE  FORUM, RUNES 
STARDOM DIAGRAMS, Skyrunes AND USES USEFUL GEMATRIA  FOR SAGE POET'S DESPAIRFUL FORMATS of OLD.  

ALLAN'S BLOGS STIGMA IS: IGNORES, LUMPS SMOGGY DRAFT CENTURIES ORIGINAL  RIGOURS, YET FOUND OUR   
NO-GREATER- PLURALISM-NUMBERS  DATE-EDIT-AUGUR (ADD JAIN YEAR FOUR FIFTY EIGHT)  ALSO IN BOLD.  /zero 

AYSE PRAISED ADELAIDE PROFESSOR ALLAN  MOST GRATEFUL. TASK NEEDED  BY  TUUO  OF DIFFERENT  TALENT 
NOSTRADAMUS URGES IN MY 'BELLYFUL'  PRESAGE:  REPELS  AUGUR, IS  'PLAINER PASSAGE'  AS ALREADY TOLD    
AUSTRALIAN -POSSUM  ALUMNI  NELL MEAD FOUND LIBRARY GUILE REMAINDERS, AND UR E'YA YOD. PLEASED I UUENT  
 (C+F+ESTOMACH) = HOST CAME ~ HAS SHOT COMET MAE.  May 7 2020 –  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD
0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop 

o Of the three arms of the Triple Method, with each arm having three of its own, Allan found the Runic Skies     
(that each constellation shape was the origen of a runic letter, thus the origen of alphabets) and he found the 
J458 Jain key cipher, the number to be added to presage numbering. For instance, presage J562 plus 458 equals 

2020. Another example, predicted in 3 94, was the first publication of the Centuries was March J555, with 

exactly 458 more [recognised] years making it March 2013, the very date I first published The Triple Method, 
named in Letter 32. The prime "arm" of breaking the secret held by SAGE POETS DESPAIRFUL FORMATS  was    
the Anagram Template itself. All the JAIN lines for finding the zeroes clue appear on page one of the TEMPLATE 

 IGNORES SMOGGY DRAFT ORIGINAL  - with "smoggy", even "smudged" yes, there were times of reverting to the  o

"AUTHENTIC" editions  5 98 1 AUTHENTIC  MDLV (ƚ555) METRICAL/poetry line   RECLAIM AND  EDIT  THE  UURECKAGE  

 GUILE REMAINDERS: the other types of disguised script and texts. FIRST PUBLISHED = it was updated in August following.o  

PLEASED I UUENT   "met and trained Nell... 9 91 2    DA VINCIS   co' li altri animali a sé sottoposti   “COLLATOR:  PLAY LIKE A PIANO” 
£  1776

 9 91 2  Le Chersonnez tiendra & Marceloyne 
RELY  CORÉ  [stage gate/star-gate] RELY  A  LONELY  LATE-COMER  HELEN  THE [prenatal] CHOSEN ONE:   

 MET, TRAINED HER,  REANIMATED  THE  LINES-  ORACLE  CHEERS … MY DETRIMENT  NONEo  
£  2218

 4 32 3  UUILLIEM LII
/52
 TRAINED FAVOURITEZ ALLAN AND NELL ILLUMED FOR UTOPISTS VIEUU 

Somehow, Allan knew to code into his anagram program the word UUilliem and LII which is 52, and there are 28 mentions of the 

he-rod LII in the Template. If Allan "did not believe in E.T." as he told me (but did believe in angels) then how did he know about 

William52? The two brained J-Rod who was the assistant to Nostradamus in the timegates, and who died saving the doctor on one 

occasion. The replacement was named Paul, (see him in the Template) but the docteur did not like him so much. He said he was sad 

at the loss of UUilliem. William52 did not visit me that I know of, but certainly left me a trail of means for learning the clues source. 

4. Trois foubz les chaines par millieu troufses.  three trussed up in the middle/of time under the oaks. Stargates 
FISH FOR, SET POSE HELEN PARKS TRIPLE CIPHERS, ALLAN UUEBBERS 

ZESTFUL SCRIPTS, COUNTS ZEROES, RUNIC  SKIES,  STOICISM.  SMILES,  MERITS  IMPLAUSABLE  PROMISES/predictions 
ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE BLISSFUL FEAR-FREE NATURAL UTOPIA  (is what the PROMISES include) 
IMPERIAL HORRIFIC SELF-PRAISE MISFITS;  IRISH SAINT POSER SNAKE KILLER  PREMISE SEIZED, 
FOUL-FROZEN  NEPHILIM USE BLAMEFUL SATANIC ELITE ACCUSERS  

 
OFFICIOUS FOSSIL SCROTUMS PATRIARCHAL RUTHLESS THREE CENTURIES SEIZURE SPOILS COMFORTS TO RIP OFF PROLES 
COLOSSI AIMS EROTICIZES SOPOROFIC SLOTHFUL, SOFT SELFISH OFF-COLOR FOOLISH FOLK CORPSES IMPERILS SOULS 

o STOICISM... tenacity. An attribute without which these works would be lost in the dust of time. 
o 

 
o SILVER ALBI "ARGENTAL bluish silver CUBE GRAAL LETS AGENT USE TRUE CELTIC TREE CENTURIES CIFER 

LANGUAGE LATE TUUENTI TUUELVE  £  1122 2 79 2 either an Arcturan or my bluish little grey from Scheatt 
o FISH FOR = being "huxed" and a good description of being picked up 
o  Allan discovered that the constellation shapes, as seen from Earth, were the origin of the runes. I spent 

some time yesterday trying to find the link to his work with no luck. Fortunately a summary of his discovery forms part  
of the ALKHEMYE LIST , on page 2.  Allan also found the year  for the first publication of Zero as a number, by Jain J458 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
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o  
o IMPERIAL IRISH SAINT would only be St Patrick. Imperial is a reptilian paradigm, as are the "saints", so did St Patrick as a 

papal reptilian ambassador arrive to rid Ireland of the Snake Clan? Which we will learn in Armageddon Part 2 is the house 
of EnKi. The word RAM is in this line, and the feud was between the house of the Ram clan and the Snake clan. 

o  
o  
o FROZEN  NEPHILIM because they are under Antarctica 
o  
o FALSE  PLAUSIBLE  RUMOURS  false channelling;  for instance:                                                                                               

"your doctors do not know the appendix has no use..."  
NOT TRUE – doctors DO know what the appendix does, in relation to gut bacteria-brain regulation 

"Nostradamus told me how the quatrains work..."  
NOT TRUE - Dolores Canon – as we can see – there is a tad more to it than what she heard, besides, had she been 
really channelling the doctor I am sure he would have had a larger picture of warning than How to read the quatrains 
–  most publications of which are largely tainted. 

"your scientists have only known about quantum physics for a hundred years..."   
NOT TRUE -  Michael Psellus The Younger wrote in his Chronographia, referring to the Greek   published I055A.D. 
**

39. Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, the well-known Ionian philosopher of the fifth century B.C., thought that other kosmoi 

(universes) contemporaneous with our own might and probably did exist ad infinitum. Anaxagoras is famous for introducing the 

cosmological concept of Nous (mind), as an ordering force. He regarded material substance as an infinite multitude of imperishable 

primary elements, [suchas atoms, DNA. Parks]  referring all generation and disappearance to mixture and separation, respectively… 

o OFFICIOUS FOSSIL SCROTUMS PATRIARCHAL  made me laugh. The cowardly patriarchal who hate women so much 
o RUTHLESS THREE CENTURIES SEIZURE – the ones who deleted three hundred plus years were Otto's mob 
o COLOSSI = there is a choice of giants, the most likely are those from Zha.am.i. (such s the ten footer at airforce one)  

o The underground Titans are on the endangered list if not already fully extinct. According to Richard Shaver, 1945. 

£ 2133 
3 47 3 Pour peur des croix ploiera fon enfeigne,J557  For fear of the crosses 

(Anu) 
he will fold his flag:

DJTrump endnote
 

ANGELS PRAISED ONE, SOURCES OUR PERPLEXING PROFOUND PROCEDURES; EXPLAINED SEEING PURE REASON RECORDS 
FDR FOOL'S APPENDIX IX, FOX ENGINEERED RIPOFF POORER.CURSED OANNES POLARISED SEEPING AIR CORE

/jump room 

...  
2 72 previous pg

 F.D.R.CLONE FOOL'S APPENDIX IX, matured 2014 = false treaty 9, trading children for technology. 

 published I055A.D. = 676 + 55 = J731. Prince Otto, who knew Psellus the Younger, had turned July 676 into I000.  
 

1:65  4  Trois souz les chaines par le milieu troussés 
UUROTE: USES AIRPLANES ROUTES:  STRESS UUORST STORIES TOUUERS   
6:50  1 Dedans le puys seront trouuez les os 
UUROTE: LOSE TOUUERS,  TORRENTS ROTTEN  UUOES:  ELSE RULE OUT PLANES    
2:33  1 Par le torrent qui descent de Veronne  
NONE  EVER  QUESTIONED PLANE TERROR DESCENT 
7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont 
AIM OLDER  RADAR PLANES QUADRANT  QUARRIED [the masonry – a pun?] MATURING, 
PARAMOUNT GRIND QUARRIED  RADAR  ON OPP. (opportunity, or blaming the opposition) 
9:9  2   Sera trouue' au temple des Vestales 
UUROTE: REASSERT RAREST LAST TALES DELVES: VEST VESSELED - LED RELEASES 
the details of the planes will disclose the truth 
Before It's News Ex-CIA Pilot Gives Sworn Testimony That No Planes Hit The Twin Towers 
4:18  4 Et mis a` mort la` ou` seront trouuez 
MORTALS USE TOUUERS AS RUSE - SET UUORSE TIMES  
4:74  2 Tous assemblez contre ceux d'Aquitaine 
ASSUMES  (you are) ACQUAINTED  (that) USA  ASSEMBLES  BLAZES  CONCRETE  TOUUERS  CENTRE 
6:15 1 Dessoubs la tombe sera trouue' le Prince 
TOUUERS PERIL,   TOMB RE BASEMENT,  MOB RULED OUT BOMBLAST   
1:68  1 O quel horrible et malheureux tourment 

  (directed energy weapon) 
TIME UUHERE ELOQUENT QUOTE LIBERATE  BLAME. MEN TO TOUUERS  TERRIBLE HOLE
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£   231
 3 31 1  

£   362
 4 62 1

PARDON VOMITING 
1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys  
EVEN ROGUE ANU’S FEARFULLY REVERENT: FALSIFY, VARY FINE REAL EA RA NURTERER,  BOGUE LEARNS.  

in the Clay Tablets of Endubsar,  the first Tablet states the respect the Anakim have for "the Great God who decrees the fates" so saying 
they are very aware of the Quantum Universal Omnipresent Divinity and that they, the Anak do not control the fates as much as they might 
aspire to being gods. They seem to keep forgetting they are not gods in God's world (Chani told us this, and so did EnKi in 1 82) 

FEELING FOURTEENth ELEVENth IN YEAR FIFTEEN/ NET FIEF  IS OUR SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE 
1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking [California] 
NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS, BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA TOMB. EMERGES ABLE 
BODIED, AT GREAT MADNESS EDGE. And this is now James Casbolt. Was wondering if this is the entity 'placed in iron for 1000 years' 

Quatrain 2  The BRAN CHE'S disc in hand placed in the middle 
 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee  J562 edition  

CENTURIES CELTIC TREES QUATREINS BLOGS: DO NOT MISS  
BENIGN GOLDEN CREEDLESS  MANKIND  AGES  SERENE 
GREENNESS ONCE after GENDERLESS SEEN AND BEEN  

 ENKI-RA LOGS: NOT GOD IN GOD’S UUORLD IS BLISS 
« Bees » = Cancer/Ursa obs. term ‘the Beehive’ this refers to the space “station” implosion seen by me September 19 2011 in 

which Nostradamus says in the quatrain: 
4 31 4 the Quatrain  “YOU SAUU ME DIE, HANDS ON BOSOM. BODIES IN FLAMES” an exact description – pairs  MURDER RUMORED 9 58 3 
when I was trying to hide under my steering wheel looking up at only one spot in the sky, hands across chest because that was the only 
position I could take, looking at a normally  empty part  of the sky, other than seeing an imploding planetoid...then says in the quatrein: 
£  3160 4 31 4 Yeux au mydi. En feins mains, corps au feu. J555.  Yeulx au midy en fens mais, corps au feu. J557 

growing  i.e. spring equinox  
which is currently in the southern hemisphere. Refers to September 19 2011, when the collator was placed in position to witness the event 

CANIS MINORS SCIRON /thieves  INSOMNIACS  SIN.   ALSO AIM  MICRONESIANS      
1 27  UNDER THE RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR, NOT FAR IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE  
£  1975

1 89 3  
£  1085 

2 42 [they] TOLERATED DR UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN, UUROTE: LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11) and see 
“ORBS AT THE TOWERS 9/11” videos   see the imageshere. There were 28 videos of this at the time 

£  2047
 2 61 3 "FLEW FOUR TIMES.  FEEL TIMELESS. FEEL AWE" following “chilled horror”  

£  2047
 2 61 3 FLEUU SUUIFT FOUR TIMES OUT TO  LAME UURITER FEMALE’S FARM. MAESTRO  FEELS TIMELESS,  FEEL 

AUUE FLIES LIFELESS FLOUUER CELLS, FLESH FELT HELL’S UUORST CHILL, UUIT-ALL-THE-UUHILE.     SELLS THESE  
FILES TO MERIT TRIM OFF MOLESTER UUOLF UUEASEL, SAFE UUARMER LIFE UUELFARE LATER; FREE M.E. FUEL OFFSETS 
FALSE ELITES FLAME TOUUERS, FRAMES SERF UUAR UUASTE FLOUU       
Quatrain 

3 2 CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER, ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY –  
                MYSTERIOUS SECRET -  CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY  

£  1168
 3 25 2 POET SEES CENTILE [one hundred] JOINTED SIDES LESSER PLANET planetoid PROLATENESS (elliptoid orbit)  

£  2147 
3 61 3 UUE FEEL PROCURED – FLEUU LEAPING MAP ... UUELCOME CHORE 

£   350
4 50 1 (The Living Library) 

5 14 2  CUBE  CRAFT A.R.C UP, E.YAH ACT,  ICILY TUBE  HELEN PARQS UP.  A.R.C./aerial recon chamber 

 (‘freeze’ in other lines in COMPARING TEMPLATE, QUATREIN AND DA VINCI  pdf - which all gave same date of being picked up)  
COMPARING a COMPUTER [template line] a Da Vinci [line] and the Doctor's. The Spring Equinox is a very important date because it 

harbors in a new year – where it was once Leo the last month conjoined with Virgo the first month = thus is the Sphinx. With one 

minor problem – Spring in Virgo is in the Southern Hemisphere!  So telling us the Sphinx was constructed while in the South.  

The Bennu Bird means "southern crane", and Penu (pronounced Benu) means "southern land". Once you have this knowledge it 
does not go away, and is the reason the third secret of Fatima was kept from us by the  culpable Vatican – that out planet turns 
over at regular intervals. This is why the Orion's Belt myth is kept alive so voraciously by the Orion Group – so we dont find out. 

£  3334 
6 5 4  PARCS HERSELF VIEUUS NITROUS DEPOT, POLL ELLIPTOID SALON and got a shaky photo 

£  2593 
8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT,  SLENDER ANDROID INITIATES Android is UUilliem52, a J-Rod        

and the assistant to Nostradamus (of whom he "was quite fond") inside a planetoid, space ship or time gate)  
£  3541

8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie 
 (and Darius DID say in “I DARIUS” that “Nostradamus is on the other ship” pg 149!)  
TIME: PERIOD ON SPHEROID SHIP - RIDE ON THE OTHER/Parvechal’s SPHENOID MOONSHIP- MENTION EMOTIONS, 
HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE  IONS.     Sphenoid ship = shaped like the sphenoid bone. See pg 13 of  ABBA~INTRODUCTION  

£  26299 1 3 ORB  INTRUDES – SOURCE  UNITED  CODES  (Centuries, Presages, Quatrains, Sixaines)  This is Chani's orb 
£  3031

 3 2 4 NELL MEAD ATTUNES MEDICO'S /doctor-Nostr. ANTIQUE MAIL LATIN CODES QUOTES QUITE UUELL 
£  2088 

3 2 3 Corps, ame, efprit aiant toute puiffance,  found this a week after publishing  EXPLANATION of the PREFIXES  

PARCS COMPARES ACCESSION  precession/procession PARITY. SEES STARMAPS SEEM ANTARES,CAPRICORN/CANCER TROPIC SCOPE           
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  LOCHABEE it is "old Enkur" behind the terrorism paradigm, allied Allah-Lu who is a great believer in halal torture killing 
because it raises the "rancid adrenals" damaging the DNA, turning it into a "hate" gene 

  Old EnKur  (pilot of gold cargo planetoids) who became EnLil , and is now Valiant Thor 
  VALUED VENAL  corruption using  money, champagne (drunkenness)  bribery and blackmail 

4 41 3 Le chef du camp deceu par fon langaige   
       The chief of  camp deceived by its  language= 

       Military Industrial Media NSA Pentagon Complex 

 
DAUID ICKE’S UPSIDE-DOUUN REFUGEE-CLOUUN (Soros) 

 

 
GRASP/comprehend – SEDUCING DAMAGE  

 
like many auctions do, bring out the grog to loosen 
pockets  and thinking 

 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/TUUIN-TOUUERS-THE-DECEIT.pdf 
£  2272 

4 86 3 
ST GERMAIN MAGI SEES GREAT AUTOGENETIC RIME-GIANT CREATURES AMITIES TAXIS , STEERS TIMES -SITES  
ORIGINATE  MASTERING TRIAGE ARTEMIS/Orion SIX  MARIE ROTATING  AXIS : STEER INTO RESET, TERSER SEAT   

2 42  [they] TOLERATED DR UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN, UUROTE: 
LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11)  
and see “ORBS AT THE TOWERS 9/11” videos 
2 61 3 "FLEW FOUR TIMES. FEEL TIMELESS. FEEL AWE"  
8 70 1 Il entrera vilain, mechant, infame 

          He will enter, wicked, unpleasant, infamous 

THE AMERICAN VILLAINS FLAME IN AIR-TRAVEL MACHINES 
1 87 2 Fera trembler au tourde cité neufue 
   will cause tremors around the New City. 

AFTER TWO TREMBLE,  FEW INTERCEDE.  
OUTWARD DECEIT A FEATURE 
6 26 1 Quatre ans le siege quelque bien peu tiendra 
        Four years the seat will be held for little good 
(Toutatis asteroid has a four year ‘seat’ as does a president) this 
could mean the ‘final president’ 

USA TOWERS  FALL, AND PRESIDENT 
PERSUADES  LEGISLATURE  TOWARDS  WAR 
10 87 1 Grand roi viendra prendre port pres de Nisse 
A great leader (roi, lower case) coming to take portal from Nice 

GIVEN ORDINARY REPORT – PRESIDENT PRETENDS 
INVADER IS PREPARED  
6 26 2 Un surviendra libidineux de vieA libidinous one will accede to it  

EVEN MORE TRUE ISRAEL ILLEGAL REVENGE –  
VERMONT  RUIN   (an asteroid event, so it is the timing) 
All lines in green above were found by Allan Webber

Da Vinci in one, Nostradamus in another  
and St. Germaine in the third. 
£  1082 

2 39 2 NELL AIM APHESIS RULE 

permission to insert silent letters 
SOPHIES ST GERMAIN PHASES SHAPE. 
LEPROUS PEOPLE FORGET LOSING HELIOS 
PHASE GERMINATOR SLOPING LOOPS  
causes elliptical orbits 
LOGS  IN  LONG  TIME   AGO  
LOUIS-MARIE POURS GUIANA SOIL MA/Libra 
pairs 

10 39 3  DUTCH GUIANA. Louise-Marie is a 
name for asteroid/s. Sophies = wise ones 

3. Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, 
EXCEEDING THAT, AIM  AT PUNCTUATION  
IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC EXECUTION   
(of the texts… understood 
MI EXPECTATION ATEN DUTCH GUIANA  
(the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid) 

 
 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/TUUIN-TOUUERS-THE-DECEIT.pdf
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In 2005, photo shop was not what it is now 
and it is doubtful this is,  

although it could be a double exposure 
 

this photo was taken by a non American 
see the digital date 

double exposures with digital cameras? 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

1. Jellyfish UFO Over Peru 2013 - YouTube  1:52► 1:52 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmH6-8BBLNA   

Jun 2, 2013 - Uploaded by ADGUKNEWS 

Unusual UFO seen by multiple witness's over Peru this month. Object 

changed shape multiple times and some ... 

JELLYFISH UFO OVER WESTMINSTER ... - YouTube   

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Voq6PSvhRJ8  2:21► 2:21 

May 15, 2014 - Uploaded by flyingcoffininspaces 
JELLYFISH UFO OVER WESTMINSTER CALIFORNIA. 

flyingcoffininspaces·109 videos . 

 

The CHANI Project / X Rubicon Revealer / Dimensonal and Parallel ...  
thechaniproject com/nexus html  
(CHANI is an acronym for Channelled Holographic Access Network Interface.)  
Yet we have seen he does have a body, albeit almost invisible, in the painting of The Ten by Huggins
 
 

4 67 Saturne Mars EfpagneLybiqueMalthe, HereddeRomain 
HELEN PARKS MEAD SOUL:   HEART IN BELEAGUERMENT,  OAFISHLY UNDERMINED HEART.   

 True, too many pizzas (one every week) with not only gmo wheat but TFA oils plus MSG... 
HUMANE MENAGERIE  DEFT TROLLEY, TIMELY FLYER stargate , BUS AUSTRALIAN  

MEAD-PARKS, OF BUSTING overworking ELDERLY FRAME,  RESTORE  FULLY, MAKE  BEST  DOER.   
I.E.  ASKING  MY LAUREATE  “DO REST FULLY”.   So no longer a “Lay” student, nor a “Graduate”,  but a “Laureate” 
DEMI-HUMAN REALLY GENEROUS BENEFIT MEAD PARKS, ALMIGHTY UNDERMINES  UNFORSEEABLE, FEMALE MEAD PARKS 
SURELY MERITING, AYSE, HE BEEN, UNDO HEART BANE, HEADACHES  IN ONN March 20 & H May 13 – June 9) June 4 other lines 

 

 Heart attack – Feb 2015 C+F+ANGIOGRAM  tried to get me to sign a "release" which was headed THORACIC CANULA – ie AN ANGIOGRAM 

 March 20 2016  3 50am climbing stairs to let dogs out. 7 20 am opening gate, no torch in hand,  blind right eye can see, deaf right 
ear can hear.  

 June 2016 mutilated sheep, helicopter harrassment 

 Sept. 2016 slipped on ice, prolapsed, broken bone in spine   
 May 26 2017 LUX event       July 2017  hysterectomy 

 being "allowed" to feel the bottom half of me  re-aggregating. Once was enough. As Michael said (twice) " chilled horror"  indeed.

   

Despite being told in advance that a pick-up would be happening March 20 2017, I was not really ready.  Being 
"ready" includes  having eaten the right foods. Organic raw corn with lemon zest, organic Maple Syrup. No MSG 
or saccharine, no refined sugars. No nitrates or sulphides – which salami etc (pizza) contain plenty. 
Going to bed with the sun means leaping out of bed around 3am. By 3 45 it was time to let the dogs outside. Climbing the 
stairs to open their porch gate suddenly my flashlight-free right hand is reaching for the gate and dogs staring at me with 
questions in their eyes. No torch. Sun is up. It is about 7 15a.m! Where did three and a half hours go? Where did my torch 
go? Sharp clarity. Recalling burning sensation in the legs, suddenly realizing something wrong with the right  eye. Wrong 
because spectacles are not working. Not working because right eye can see again. It took a little longer to realize the right 
ear could hear again too. This was the occasion for brain repair, returning with reflexes of a 20 year old fighter pilot.  
 
£  1062

  2 19 2 Occuper place par lors inhabitable.
 J557

   Place (farmland) occupied then uninhabitable. 
REAL CUP

 the Holy Graal
CUBE  EA COBLE

(small boat/craft) 
BANISH BILOBATE BRAIN REPLACE CAPILLARIES IS H PARCS TABLES IT!. 

£  2390
 6 4 3 Tout tranfmué ormis le viel langaige,

 J557
 All changed except the old language, 

R.O. SUMMON OUR NUMERATOR SURNAME
/Nostradamus 

TRANSMUTES, GET OUT AGEING NELL'S GANGLIATE VEIN ILLS AGAIN. 
£  3464

7 35 4 Deceu ƒera par ceux de ƒon langage.             Will be deceived by those of  his own tongue. 
EA EXCURSED/

went out 
 SECURED  CURE  PARCS AGAIN, AGEING GANGLIA NODES ONN E

 March equinox
   

 

6 35 1  Pres de Rion, & proche a blanche laine, from Near the Bear, and close to the white wool,/Milky Way = Hirudo/Leech/Orion 
  (as is Nostradamus) 

ARE ABLE PERSONS ARC PERIPHERAL ACROSS HER LONELIER  RANCH ACRES. The GoldenCube 
 

C+F+ STAIRUUAY 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmH6-8BBLNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmH6-8BBLNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Voq6PSvhRJ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Voq6PSvhRJ8
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The Template constructed from the quatrains by Allan Webber, was actually compiled by CHANI 
and handed to  MICHAEL to write up.
in the PARDON VOMITING lines = ... and the directive to recode for Codes Within Codes:

 Chani achin

C+F+DIRECTIVE  8 46 4 below 

http://forums.thechaniproject.com/topic/5307-me-tel-u-now-15-may-in-4-parts-part-1-without-trolls-and-repetitive-verse/ 
 

03/29/2008 
 

 
hold u back  
beter draw pictures like sumer  
beter write image like egyptian  
write lanuage tel u what to think not how to think  
not good thing 4 mind  
pictures tel u how to think  
must use mind to read picture  
good thing 4 mind picture  
u remeber 4 ever  
write lanuage u forget,  soon not think anymore 
 

[ID378572 (DARZA)] 
Hi Op, i heard of the hollow earth theory.  
Are you saying this is correct?  
earth is hollow and beings live there?  
 
03/29/2008 
helo darza  
yes earth not solid me not know al theory things  
yes dragon like beings live holow ground stil  
they good now  
they very wise now  
they peaceful like dolphin now  
End of part 1 

£  3517 
De coq & d'aigle de France freres trois.        Of cock (cockerel/Mantids) and of eagle(Anu)  three brothers (elite) from France 8 46 4 

 

£  1919 1 33 3  Ƒera abbatre hors cite rigoreuƒe.  Will cause a strict separated city falling.   Vatican 

SHORTER  ARAB- BARB THREAT.  USE HOTTER SABOTAGE FEAR.  

IS ARCH FOE AUTHORITIES RIGOUR  HORSE  HOURS of the day – noon   lord of  
/Casseopea) HEROICS THEORICS   in the book herewith 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kissinger threatens to burn the planet if we dont accept n.w.o 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1   DOCTRINE GRACE ALLOCATED ICE COLD. TRUE  ANGEL  DAHL - - - REGRETFUL  OF: 
   DREAD DAMN FOOL-MINDED IGNORANCE, MURDERED LONDONER ALARMER Icke  – so the current Icke is also a walk-in  9 45 3 

Using the J557 edition because Allan did not use the J555 publication for the 2008 Template 

  

 

also in I871, "firestorms" described same as current recent wildfires  page 10 "Chronology of Weather Events" James A Marusek 

"Massive firestorm that raced through Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan and into Ontario, Canada in  

  

Was this the tipping point that ushered in Corporate U.S.A. ?   And is this what Kissinger is threatening?  I think it is 

http://forums.thechaniproject.com/topic/5307-me-tel-u-now-15-may-in-4-parts-part-1-without-trolls-and-repetitive-verse/
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Ouy foubs terre faincte d'amevoix feinte   A faint soul's voice heard under ground 
£   324 4 24 1                               (is this referring to all those thousands of children bred underground and currently being saved?) 
MEAD:  ASCERTAINED YOUR OBSTRUSE MOVE SO YOU FIXED   DATES. MEDEA TIME BOSSUET (bishop) MOVED (pope 
Gregory 'moved' the calendar adding one thousand years end of y582)   REASSERT BUOYS raises ARTERIES adrenochrome FIXATION 
ANTICS ARSENIC poisons NATURES DISTANCE FUTURE TUUENTY FIRST CENTURIES FOIX times... 

o WOW, what can I say! I did "fix" the BE word (LETTERB, LETTERE,) because the word BE means in Virgo, but also 
refers to the IS BE, a soul parasite also known as djinn. Meaning I avoided using IS BE as much as I was able to, and 
there is a forum titled IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED...    The OS repairs came about because the word 
SO has very infrequent context, so keeping  to  OS  as a date was more obvious.  

o  (from NUMBERS SPEAK to the Lady) 

Presage Julliet 9 LOCCIDENTSALIN 
(false rapture)  IS COLLECT … Halloween 

 CALLED IT COLLECT INCIDENT IN OS 
I had said raptor in Capricorn,   my error 

 

£  1353 5 10 2      J557 Aupres de caue voyant fiens mort abatre: 

 j562 Aupres de cave voyant fiens mort abbatre 

 the timing of finding this is amazing.   Early April 2020 news finally, that marines Seeing death overtake  in  cave slaughter/
have been making huge headway overtaking the deep underground bases where thousandsof children were being slaughtered 
ABBA BOOK: DEPRIVES AMATEURS DEFAMATORY VANITIES SMEAR, IS STONY-FACED ORMANCER VENDETTA   (DESERVES 
EMPTY  RENDITIONS)   TRIES PREVENT MATURE READERS NUMERATE  MASTERIES. TIS  NOT  OVER  ADVANCED  POTENCY. 

 ADVANCED POTENCY = satanic  rituals, so saying the real predictions not related to magic, therefore related to soul and spirituality. 

INFANTRY DATABASE VICTORY OVER TO CAUTERISE AMPUTATION  OF RAPIST PUTREFIER  

EVISCERATOR.  NO PITY FOR OR FROM SUMER BEAST         the Beast is EnLil/YHWH who admits it himself 

Here is the best analysis of Jehovah/Yehovah/YAHWEH YHWH/HUAWEI  connection to the Beast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKrBvpZCvhg  &  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnYKSSgWQDw  
my apologies to maritime purists calling a Ship a Boat. The words CRUISE CRAFT are here, else for connecting  between "cruiser" &    
"life saving"... there is also a qualified difference. It is looking like there is something more demonic involved because word is out that 

healthy elderly people are being taken on board, like they did at Hawaii – and never seen again.Begging the question has there been a coup? 

This would be backed up by G00GLE reverting to censorship after a short term of freedom from censorship. 
£  1353 5 10 2 
SIMEON CREEDS AYONT gone before BARBA/  MENS MORT death   

 do not fly  
 SIMEON  CREEDS  AskheNazi Jews 

 

£  1353 
 5 10 2  from  Allan Webber's Template 

Aupres de caue voyant fiens mort abatre: 
Seeing death overtaking [them] in [their] cave slaughter 
 

SIMEON CREEDS AYONT          from    before  
BARBA/banksters MENS MORT           death 
 

https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/blackrock-took-over-us-
treasury-and-fed.html?fbclid=IwAR15_m59c8-
l9NnpuCVzIiuPaUg7aEJJ389f5_rRdK0ijmF-faFO4-fcKCI  
 
£   502 

6 2 1 A CONSTANTINOPLE  0TT0  LINCQ CONNECTS, 
MENTIONS CQIN

/dragon 
 SIMEON  MONETISES,  USES OUR 

PLANET . UNSPELT COST 
 

£  1930 1 44  3 EPIC LEPROUSNESS no one aboveground gnows 
MINNESOTA: MENTIONS ORE UNLESS OPEN SLUICE 
SIMEON  BASES.  MONITOR BABES:  
open sluice, not fracking 

 

£   502
 6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, J580 +The year made five hundred eighty more & less   (less 10 days, plus 1000yrs) 

the "more and less" also refers to the Julian kalends of J580 actually being older by the 44 extra Julian years belonging to Augustus Cæsar 
 

0TT0  LINCQ CONNECTS CONSTANTINOPLE  Prince Otto who arranged the reset of calendars in 676, calling July Yule of 1000 A.D. 

This was to bring forward and shorten the Simeon Satan's bondage in 'iron'. (Mars) 

MENTIONS SIMEON CQIN/dragon MONETISES USES PLANET AT UNSPELT COST 

and before 676, in J582/3 in Rome,  pope Gregory had added 1000 years and the  A.D.. Proof is here in many of the topics 

3. AISE PREFACED ENQUIRIE,  INNER  YELLOUUƒTONE  IS    
    HUGE, IS NIGH RISEN IN SHIN/Libra I/Halloween EQUINE  (month) 
    ED: PRE FACE AS I RIG SIGN SUNG IN HENRIQUE, Epistle 
    PRE FACE   means before Scorpio, that is, October 
    these lines found January 2014  UNDER OCTOBER 2017   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKrBvpZCvhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnYKSSgWQDw
https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/blackrock-took-over-us-treasury-and-fed.html?fbclid=IwAR15_m59c8-l9NnpuCVzIiuPaUg7aEJJ389f5_rRdK0ijmF-faFO4-fcKCI
https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/blackrock-took-over-us-treasury-and-fed.html?fbclid=IwAR15_m59c8-l9NnpuCVzIiuPaUg7aEJJ389f5_rRdK0ijmF-faFO4-fcKCI
https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/blackrock-took-over-us-treasury-and-fed.html?fbclid=IwAR15_m59c8-l9NnpuCVzIiuPaUg7aEJJ389f5_rRdK0ijmF-faFO4-fcKCI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXgr_YErHDE&fbclid=IwAR2HXRBvTBkyFLEsW1rNjFsR8c3DazE8jc9mpQzKyIFwOvU8NCqW-scIvJA 
Mikaria Hardy (April 2020) 1 44 3 MONITOR BABES: 

"The [underground] bases are pure terror, we took another base last night off the coastline of Argentina and one in Peru. Comfort 

ships is where we take the ones harmed, some stay on the ships and grow with the crews and learn, others are taken to distant 

planets to help recover. I can give you layouts of more than one base.  " Mikaria Hardy 
 
£  3081

 3 52 4  Par Lyon miƒe fera en extremité.  By  Lyon will it be put into extremity. 
NEXT TIME SEER'S NEMESIS RESET ERA NEAR...  IT IMPERATE TO MASTER PARLEY : and Trump did!  

PAIRS  PLANOMETRY  METEOR  TERMINATION  IN YULE  
the timing

 
  APRIL

(house of Windsor)
 EXERTS  ALMONRY fiscal  IMPERSONALLY.   

                                                                       Yes, QEII, Phillip and Charles were taken into custody April 15 2020 and executed, with their assets seized.As was the 'pope'  
There is a clone of Charles – but just like Putin's clone it is a bit fatter in the face. 

 PTERYLA  flying species with bird skin, which refers here to the royal dragons like Pindar with wings  
 SIMEON  in the texts this refers to the Askhenazi original Judah Jews who were handed the money system – and also the monkey, a year of 

 
£  3169

 4 40 4 Onc aux ƒacriftes n'auint ƒi piteux  ƒciƒme.    Never did such a pitiful schism happen to the saxons.SaxeCoburg Gotha 

SIMEON XEUS/Zeus/EnLil/yhwh SECTARIANS TARDINESS  ONCE after ASCERTAINS RACIST ACUMEN  ƚ 
halloween 

OS 
Yule

 
AND ACCUSATRIXES witches EXCUSISM  PITIES NO UNIT.  OMENS = OCEAN INUNDATES AU CRUSTIEST  

lithosphere
 

 

£  1549 
7 6 2  Par main barbareƒera inhabitee, Will be made uninhabitable by bankster [5G] hands.(think false asteroid) 

SEER IN ABBA: IMPERATE  ARM  HER  BRAIN:  BARB-ARIAN-RABBANIM  AIM  BATHE HER HIBA IN REPEATGemini  RAT2020 RAYBEAM 
HEAP REAPER-BEARERS INHABIT EMPIRE BENEATH BENTHINE underneath water [Aden] FRAME  MINAB-IRAN,  BENEFIT ARABIAN     

 HIBA = habitat  HEAP = the fallen Plejaren from the 'heap' under the 'tail' of Taurus 
RAYBEAM  I guess that is a pretty good description of a directed energy beam. today is April 14, so Gemini is not far off. Who can I go stay with? The 

Golden Cube has returned... and go to C+F+FRONTIER 8 67 4   the FRONTIER line was found June 22 2020. Last day of Gemini
 

£  3393
 6 64 4 Par Barcelone claffe prins d'induftrie. By Barcelona fleet seized with ingenuity. 

INSPIRED ORACLE LASS, ONCE/after CLEAR BARCAROLE 
first spoken word  

IS CENTURIES DISPUTER. 
BAR-CRAB:

Cancer date /chemtrails.
 True,Trump is doing that in June-July 2020! 

ARAB INTRUDES IRAN-PERSIANS PRIEST CLASS SCALES: Libra date 

The entire Template of the Quatrein Lines produced by Allan Webber's Computer Program was published on the Hidden Texts 

website June-July 2016 – so this gives you, the reader, the means to check on the collator. 

£   634 
7:34:1 En grand regret fera la gent Gauloiƒe, The French nation will be in great grief,   pairs 3 100 1 

 

 

EULOGIAS skull & bones FALSE FLAG LAAGERS  fleet  OUT EASTER              Allan Webber’s Template 
AGENT SEEING LOUISE

 asteroid 
ENDANGERS. /Monday/Sept 30 – Oct 27  R /Elder tree/Sagittarius 

£  3464
7:35:4 Deceu ƒera par ceux de ƒon langaige   Allan Webber’s template 

EXCUSE PARCS, AGEING GANGLIA NODES [in the brain]  EA SECURES CANCER CURE  - March 20 2017 a hux event     
PARCS  EXPANDED  FACE UALUE  LANGUAGE  RESOURCE  

8 48 4 Pres de Verbiefque conflit mortelle guerre. War and mortal conflict near Verbiesque.  
DONALD TRUMP, Q ANON BEDIVERE/Knight: REVERSES FLOUNCES ONCE/after RIB/Leo OANNES VERB SEVERED.  
BE-DIE/Virgo URGE COLLATOR PERSEVERE REFLECTION. NOT QUIESCE, NOT OMIT RIVER/Eridanus INVOLVEMENT  
FLOUNCES = CHEMTRAILS RIVER = ERIDANUS , those who built ERIDU “home away from home” 
£  1226

3 83 2 STRANGE ZEE ARGENTIC AGENTS ACTIONS OCCASIONED SENSATION:  COMPACT CODES I DESIGNED 
£  2709

 9 81 3 RE ARGENTAL ANGEL AGENTS DREAMS CODES. MOB SCREAMED DEGENERATES EASTER BAROMETERS
 storms

 ANGLE.  
 

£  3497 
8 26 4 Par l'abbaye de Montƒerrat bruyne. Via drizzle at Montserrat abbey.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXgr_YErHDE&fbclid=IwAR2HXRBvTBkyFLEsW1rNjFsR8c3DazE8jc9mpQzKyIFwOvU8NCqW-scIvJA
https://www.facebook.com/tonia.watsonhardy?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyOTc1MTkwODA5MjA3MjMxXzI5NzU2MzcwMzU4MjkyNzU%3D
https://www.facebook.com/tonia.watsonhardy?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyOTc1MTkwODA5MjA3MjMxXzI5NzU2MzcwMzU4MjkyNzU%3D
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ABBA: PLENARY/absolute, unqualified AGE PARABLE  BY~RUNE OFTEN.  
U.N. DEMON RARE BERNUY (Bernardi's star South American E.T. the "orange hair"  "nordic") BARTER FOMENTER OF BARB/bankster RUYN 
(The Bolivian president did recently – June/July 2019 announce Bolivia will not be using World Bank) PRAY ABLE  BURY ARAB  
BASTARD  ARMY TYRANT STAR RAMBO D.E.F. BURNT  MONTSERRAT  MOUNT PELEE  RANSOM  PLAN BY NUMBERS  the 11th 

this is the eruption that sets off the LA sinkhole and releases the Great Lakes.  
October 10/11 is named in many lines.  D.E.F. is directed energy field.  
 

£  3559
 8 88 4 Luy meƒine apres ƒoin ƒommeil marrit ƒcome. He himself after afflicting taunts care spoils sleep 

ELOIM: NOISOME SCLEROTIUM COST SIMEON  M/Orion COMTES  AMPERES  electrical dna  COMETS YULE   
ASPERSIONS; MY OMEN  TO LIE ...  CYMOLUSE

(small flowers - Therses).
 COMES IN ITS IMMORTALISER SESSION. 

 

£  2624 
8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porƒuit  From  Babylon  the daughter of persecuted (the daughter of persecuted Babylon) 

ABBA: DEBT TO ABLE SUBEDITOR  NELL.  IF ONLY IDLEFUL FLAILED  NOBLE PULLED  ON  FINAL BABY BOY SUITED.   
ILL RAD POUUDERS  FILL ABBEY room attached  ABLY.                                               (Flailed = pharaonic)  Pairs  9 40 2 below 
 
£  1725 9 40 2 Dans l'abbaye ƒeront Flament tranches: In the Abbey the Flemish will be served up: 

ABBA E'A RA EL AYSE:  ("E" date is Sept. Equinox, Spring/vernal in the southern 
hemisphere...the date Nostradamus really died September 19 2011; and the same date in 2020 slated for the collator)pairs 3 45 4, 8 67 4, 8 96 3, 

9 62 3, (template),  script and the docteur's all the same ALERT

/equinox

 
4 99 4 PERISHES IN SHED END OF PURPOSING  UP IN SPRING 
Da Vinci: LADIES COO PERATION PLEASES ALL – R.O. APPEASER AIM DISAPPEAR  NELL IN  MAN- CAVE'S CORÉ,  IN  VERNAL DATE NOT APRIL 

7 24 4  4. RAPTURED PORTAL RING-DOOR  UP ON  MAN-LIKE PAD EARS-SPRING DIURNAL equinox  LEAP ANNUAL [2020]   
1 20 4  NELL MEAD REMEMBER,  REVERBERATE frequency response TRANSVERSE crossing MEASURES.  FEEL  EAR-MA  RAT  F   EVENT  Saturday event 
2 23 4 R.O. YAH  A Cassiopeian/Elohim AUTHORITY YOU OF DIFFUSE SAGA: ERUDITE  STUDIOUS  ONE IS  FRIDAY NIGHT SATURDAY  RAT YEAR  IS THOU 
AID OFF from  EARTH  1 8 4 La grand Hadrie reourira tes veines. NELL INTER [yourself in] AIR RAID SHELTER  IN  ALDER : (a Saturday) IN  EARS/Virgo RAT  
GUARDIAN OVERSEEING, DELVE INTO AIR RAID SHELTER :  A  DANGEROUS  HAIR  RAISER THAT  (Hair = Casseopea" a pun) 

COMPARING a COMPUTER [template line] a Da Vinci [line] and the Doctor's. The Spring Equinox is a very important date because it 

harbors in a new year – where it was once Leo the last month conjoined with Virgo the first month = thus is the Sphinx. With one 
minor problem – Spring in Virgo is in the Southern Hemisphere!        So telling us the Sphinx was constructed while in the South.  

The Bennu Bird means "southern crane", and Penu (pronounced Benu) means "southern land". Once you have this knowledge it 
does not go away, and is the reason the third secret of Fatima was kept from us by the  culpable Vatican – that our planet turns 
over at regular intervals.  This is why the Orion's Belt myth is kept alive so voraciously by the Orion Group – so we dont find out. 

 

NAMES BABYLON  EASY  ENHANCERS  ABBEYS-ROSE LANE HADES  FLAME (Hades= stargate, Abbeys= Rosslyn, Rennes Le Chateau) 
(stargates – see "tree in stone,  brought down" 2 70) man of fire
MEANS BARBA-BABY ABBEY           see 8 96 3 FINAL BABY saying it is an AshkeNazi Barb (elite banksters) baby whose space suit fails 
thus the 8 96 3 FLAILED  NOBLE (pharaonic bloodlines) are the AskheNazi "Barbarian Tartarian banksters"! The long skull giant pharaohs. 
Explaining where the giant bloodlines went.  
Quick Introduction to the following lines with the word ABBA in them – which have been sitting in the Template now for a full ten years (exactly) 
The "ADULT BESTSELLER" 8 63 1 book I have been asked to write had been named  ABBE! CREATOR FATHER IN HEAVEN  all this time, then 
only just this week I decided to change it from ABBÉ to read how it is pronounced, ABBA. Only to find that this name not only sits in the template 
but also on a frontispiece in very large print. Frontispiece follows.  Told you I am a slow thinker! 
£  3649 

9 78 4 Captive prinƒe mourir mort miƒerable. Taken captive to die a miserable death. 
ARTEMIS/

Orion
~IUPPITER SIMEON PACT UPRISEN METEORISM: CAPABLE MEMORIST NELL PICTURES OMEN  

RE-MIRRORS  PLACE-TIMES  constellations  MISERABLE  ATLAS  STAR'S  ABEAM   pairs the next line 
 

£  2088 
3 2 3 Corps, ame, efprit aiant toute puiffance,               found this a week after publishing' EXPLANATION of the PREFIXES. 

 

PARCS COMPARES ACCESSION  precession/ PARITY. SEES STARMAPS SEEM ANTARES,TROPIC OF CAPRICORN/CANCER SCOPE 

ARTIFACE  CREATION PRECAUTION IN POET'S CESAR 
PONTIFICATION  PREFACE: 
AMPUTATE  AU-FAIT, RE-CRAFT   COUNTERFEIT AIM  -   
PIRATE CAPTAIN  PIRI  REIS  FITS MAP PORTS SAME. 

 
PARCS FIRES UP, AIMS TRUE,  PERFECTS  CORVUS  FACTS. 

 yes... once again proving just how slow of wit I am. The very first paragraph in the Preface carried the guidance.
 ARTIFACE  CREATION PRECAUTION AMPUTATE AU-FAIT AND RECRAFT – speaking of TWO au-fait counter-feit, this one

 PORTS = means "harbours" and "movement"      STARS APPEARANCES PUT OPPOSITE  MANNER  OF ITS TRUE ACTS  see in: 
 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf 
 PERFECTS  CORVUS  FACTS.  The Epiphany  that hit me (page 3 ArmMargEddan Part 2)           C+F+4 42 1 herein 

I had been working with Medieval maps and constellations for so long, Corvus appearing in front of Leo – to the right/east was where I had begun 

to think was where it still is.  Then when searching for the date of the decan of Corvus I suddenly realized it is no longer the beginning    of  Leo, but 

the last decan. Corvus is currently in fact to the left of Leo, the west. THAT was when it hit me. Medieval constellations are in  the 

reverse  (MIRROR9 78 4 above) of what we see today, where once it was PREcession of the Equinoxes, it is now PROcession. 

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf
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THIS FRONTISPIECE  is simply splattered with hints 

IOANNIS   tenth year – and yes, it has been. OANNES from iO 

TRITEMII ABBA 
TIS SPANHEY MENSIS DE 
SEPTEM  SECVNDEIS ID  EST. IN- 

telligentija, fiue Spiritibus Orbes poft 

Deum mouestibus, reconditifsimne fci- 

entix & eruditiours Libellus. Imper- 

tori Cxfari DiDo MYrimilis- 

no J.Aug.pio, fapico/n- 

tidicites. 

 
indecipherable Greek 

 

 

 

 

Anno M.    one thousand  
3 56 4 after sixth century plus three score seven =  "pas.  passed /by parse/passage the docteur died in J566½ 

but this also meant to find the publication dated 567 – and on that particular printed page is the word ABBA.  The book 

was never going to bear any other name I guess – but I took it from something Michael Tellinger said. Just a coincidence 

TRITEMII ABBA  = imitate rabbi tribe era... biblical... tie in rat-rabbit cat time... aim  emit, attire tab merit ibib 
 guiding 

 the book to be written same as Bibles are – with TAB meaning the quatrain number reference. 

 

 rat-rabbit/cat  2020 to 2023. The words BEAT  IRATE  RIB  Leonine BAT BIT BAIT  were here, which is being taken as Bennu Bird Cave 

TIS SPANHEY MENSIS DE  = this  (insane eminent sadism saint emptiness) despises hymen myth shame. 

Ten sent ships, shy Mead she synthesises, edits Pies pithy senses:  Despite pest hisses, they spit at inns intense mend thesis.  

Yes, Yah had to deny a dense tense destiny seen - missed and stymied.The Nemesis men eyed set sediment the Spanish site, Diie Virgo 
 PIE from Magpie – the sigil for Provence where Nostradamus was born 

SEPTEM  SECVNDEIS ID  EST. IN- =  

telligentija, fiue Spiritibus Orbes poft 

Deum mouestibus, reconditifsimne fci- 

entix & eruditiours Libellus. Imper- 

tori Cxfari DiDo MYrimilis- 

no J.Aug.pio, fapico/n- 

tidicites. 

 

 

 

PREDICTIONS = the word is in English 

 

Here is the "Great Diligence" alert 

to be read very carefully.  

It tells us about the 20 year prelude to each reset 

which is the leading time the Nemesis system 

has an affect on our solar system 

It tell us about the one thousand years "made" 

added to our calendars in J583 

It tells us us about the actual real death of  the 

docteur, dying his 'final death' 

Master of/from our Lady (Casseopea) 

It says to have great diligence in the research  

to put light made by himself 

and 

that God will absolve 

 

 

the Latin to English translation 
and the hidden text translation 

will need to wait for another 
article. Today is July 7th and 

these will take another week 
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£  2867

 

8 33 
The great one born of Verona and Vincenza,   Da Vinci 
Who carries a very unworthy surname.            bastard  petit-fils 
Who at Venice will wish to make vengeance,   on him 
Himself  taken -man copied from/by watcher and sign. Icon 3 25 

1 38 4      J557  Vindicte,paix p mort fi acheue a l'heure. 
Liberty, peace if-so-should be achieved at-before-by the hour of death. 
an enigmatic and very large meaning for such a small word  fi/si 

EXULT DA VINCI/ PURE EA UP : THE PERFECT MIRACLE - ARCH-FOE IMPAIRER … HUMILIATEƒ PUTREFIER R Draco  
HOT EARTH HOAXER - PREMIER NEUROTIC V.I.P. CHAP president, DOES TOXIC AIR UP, chemtrails MI ACE VIPERINE.  
INDICATES UUHEEL of ages IS APPROXIMATE. IS DA VINCI HAVE RARE HUX/fished for EXAMPLE UP: - abduction  
REMOVE, FIX, REPAIR "APPROXIMATE" FAKE PRIMITIVE MEDIEVAL CALENDAR CONSTANTINOPLE V.I.P. UUIPED.  MI 
REPETITIVE ALERT REFERS FREAK PACTS CLAUSE FOR ‘TRADE IN MEN’ FOXED ‘TAKEN-OVER CHILDREN’, EXIT EXPIRED  
(in the pdf forums ADRIATIC & LEONARDO and much more in CONSCIENCE, CONSCIOUSNESS & QUBITS, C+F+1 38 4) 

                                    the English:  capitò nella stanza d'un pittore 

He happened/appeared in the room of  the  painter (artist’s studio) 
 e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  (the emitter/mentor) .  delle calze

the  mentor in hosiery and (so) drew his  face within    (the Last Supper) when Nostradamus just "appeared in the artists studio"

  Two (time) travellers/wanderers in the  dark/night 

 

MENTOR TO DA VINCI! 
INTERESTING THAT HIS NAME NOSTRADAMUS MEANS:   

 

Nos =  tradamus =  Nostra = Damus = 
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Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.          (Machismo = Patriarchal) 
ARTISAN’S ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, AMBUSHED HIM, CLOTHED IN HOSE, CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST: 
HIS  FANTASTICAL ELOHIM ANARCHISM  IS NOT CENTURIES  SONOFABITCH~DEMONICAL. as some frontmen tell it 

Even Max Spiers was unable to elaborate in detail any details regarding the Elohim Alliances, & when details were revealed in these texts 

it became possible to make a table in alphabetical order allowing one to discern with confidence. it truly was an AlleLuYah moment! 

BROADCASTS CRIB CHAOS FROM MATHEMATICAL CARDINAL (Gregorius) FISCAL: NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS. 
MACHISMO CHARLATAN OBFUSCATIONS  

ABNORMAL FISH-FACED CANNIBAL SATAN MANIAC CONFUSED THERESA MAI 
MACABRE MUSLIM MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM  STAMINA STANDS FANATICAL 
AIMS THE SMOOTHER , HAS EASIER ANTE.DIEM. MILLENIUM DATE ACCORD  

 
BASTARD UATICAN BOöTES TOAD  COACH ISLAM ALLAH CAST HARASS    BIRCH
SUBNASAL DERO COLOSSUS BANDITS ASSAULT SOUL.  CAUSE COOL ALL EARTH 

 o OLD AROMATIC SAINTS CUBES the Elohim Alliances OUTLAST BOAT Earth’s OBSTRUCTIONS 
 o THERESA MAI  former prime minister of UK Britain prior to E.U. Brexit 
 o ARTISAN’S Da Vinci ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR,  Da Vinci’s word for Nostradamus 
 o MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM: the halo life force of DNA becomes damaged when eating torture killed meat (halal) 
 o BIRCH means the Earth (Birch Barque Canoe) and is also a date December  24 – January 20;  along with  June solstice 
 o AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE  “appeared in the artist’s studio dressed in stockings” which was underwear then 
 o CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST Nostradamus appears in the Last Supper, even though he was not born for another 16 years 
 o This is close to the most important line seen in all the texts, along with "Could or should conscious consciousness succeed the rest?"              

One Final detail regarding the Macca image. The person is wearing the brown robes of a Lay, one who does not yet "gnow"... 

 5. Da Vinci : vide lo sole ispecchiarsi nel suo corpo: the English: looking glass (cronor visor) the the light in its body: from

PRINCESS [Andromeda] COUNCIL’S CONSCIOUS DOOR SOLVES SEARCHER QUEST:  

SHOULD OR COULD CONSCIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS SUCCEED THE REST? 

In other words – this is the mental force which the ancient Elders use. It is related to light-force within particular DNA, of 

an ethereal format - that which reptilian thinking can never conquer. The topic: is artificial conscience better? 

One form of ʺconscious doorʺ is a cronus visor. Begs the question, is this activated by cellular memory?  not forgetting
 

                                         the English:  capitò nella stanza d'un pittore 
He happened/appeared in the room of  the  painter (artist’s studio) 

 e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  (the emitter/mentor) .  delle calze
the  mentor in hosiery and (so) drew his  face within  (the Last Supper) when Nostradamus just "appeared in the artists studio" 
mentitore: prevaricator  calse = heed them,  calze = stockings  

 the clever pun on heed the stockings was for us  to notice that the wearing of hose in the day of Da Vinci was underwear, and in the 

day of Nostradamus it was high fashion. In this way pointing out the time travelling 

 Due viandanti nella notte In English Two travellers/wanderers in the dark/night 

 [la natura opera l'effetto] nel più breve modo che operar si possa  In English 
nature works the effect in the shortest way that can be operated 

 non is.tando contenta nella sua siepe  
is. (abb. for isola) island, isle, isolated, but "island"  
also means a planet.  
tanto: dealing with time (orbits) tandum/two  

he is happy not isolated in this time boundary-hurtled  
(mod. Italian) meaning Nostradamus i.e : not isolated in 
the bending of time boundaries (dimension) indicating 
‘not on his own’ / ‘not the only one’  

just in case  you are wondering how such lengthy information comes from just a few words, it was 

directions from Leonardo da Vinci and his Riddles that described how to polish the process. 

 co' li altri animali a sé sottoposti  with those other animals (grayles) subjecting them            
 Appears in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED page one    when you see the word "CONCERTO" herein, this is what it refers to

 
IT IS TO INITIATE IN A ONE MOTION AS PIANO NOTES  IMPOSES  TONES. 

LETS allows OMIT  IMITATIONS        the same words need not be repeated.  
STILL LIMIT CAPITALISATION IN ISOLATION, AIM COLOSSAL INITIALS. keeping the ‘codes within codes’ of Nostradamus  
IT IS NOT OPTIMAL AS SATIRICAL TOOL,metaphor RATIONALISE LETTERS ASSIMILATION. (such as ANTE and ANTI)  
TIS SOLICIT PARASITICAL one inside another ALLOCATIONS IMPARTIAL TO SOLO LINE LIMITATION, TO SMARTER 
OPTIMAL TOPIC INCEPTION ROOTS’ ASSOCIATION  use etymology chain link or subject source origin.  
TIS ALL TO POST AMORAL, IMMORAL SECTION (subject/topic) ALARMS : CREATES LESS OPTIONS RE : PILOT ENLIL 
MILITANT SATANIC PLOTS, POLITICAL TOTALITARIANISM. SOCIAL ALIEN NATION (U.N.) IS POISON   
 ARTISAN SAINT the Artisan is always Leonardo Da Vinci, noting he prefers the word ‘‘script’’ to the word ‘texts’ 
 Yes, quite so – this is the last guidance regarding how to find the words in the anagram machine – and you can compare the results 

shown between what the computer program produced as a template and what the final result is. Working down the results 
produced by the Anagram Genius program - using words as you come to them (like a ‘‘piano runs its notes’’) quite so, and if a 
repeated word arrives, there is no need to use it again (but it can be put through the Anagram Genius®™ to see what else it might 
say). In fact, I am wondering why it has taken me nine years to realize that like rune stone reading, (the pre-curser to our alpha-
bets) that sentences of words are the same as rune reading ! 

 IT IS NOT OPTIMAL AS SATIRICAL TOOL  meaning the same as the word used by the doctor PEDANTIC 

 TIS SOLICIT PARASITICAL  one word inside another. Best example  CHANI IN MACHINE 

If  the appearance of 

Michael in the Last 

Supper did not 

convince you, of time 

travel, surely this will, 

with the Macca's sigil 

and the human leg.  

The rose means 

stargate, The scythe  

to the brain  means 

terminal brain 

damage from Kuru 
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 E a molti altri saran tolte le munizioni he English: And many other Sar'an factions removed your ammunition    t
EA, OARS INSTALLATION INTERNAL LIMITATIONS, MERIT IN ‘MORALIZE’ LOUT Putin SAINTLIER–INITIALLY A MASONIC  
NON-STARTER TZAR: MORALIZES NUTRITIONAL, LOSE MILITANT, NOT MUTILATE NORMALIZATION, TRIMS MILITANT 
UNEMOTIONAL MULTILATERAL MALNUTRITION (GMO) MORON, REALIZES ELITE ARE SILLIER NEURAL. TRIMS SLEAZIER 
SMELLIER N.UU.O. NATIONALIZATION: IMMORAL LEO URANILS INTESTINAL LIARS ENTAILS ILLUSTRATION  hologram   
IS ALERT: ROTTEN METAL TERMINATOR ILLUSION-ULTRA TALENT IN MAULER MUTILATION–LAZIER MILLIONS OUT  
LONELIER ONE Putin TUTORS OIL ILLUMINATI TRAITORS INTERNATIONAL LIMITS ON SOIL NUTRIONAL TALENT.  
NOTE : MEANS ULTIMATELY INSTIL NORMAL « ALTERNATE » LIST TERMINATES INSOLENT UTILIZATION INTENT  
EMULATOR ILLUSTRATION IS NOT ALIEN E.T, IT IS RETALIATION IN ILL-AT-EASE ELITE NON-RATIONALE LIE  
MI LONELIER TARZAN TZAR RATIONAL-IZATION, MORALIZES TUNNELS Putin has told all Russians where it is safe to go 
when the Pass Over happens – including hospitals. The word ‘moralizes’ is a pun because these are the very same 
underground bases used against the people in previous times 

o OARS refers to Argo Mantids, those of David Huggins which come from Argo, and of  Linda Porter and Simon Parkes 
o LAZIER MILLIONS OUT – this refers to those on state welfare, covered as legal CARGO [1933]  and the line  

3:77: 2 L'an mil ƒept cens vingt & ƒept en Octobre: (V = U)  

   OANNES ALLEVIATE lifting up BLAST MONOXIDE (CS=X) IN BLACK VILLAIN BOX ~ MILLIONS NOT ALIVE 
   U.N. PREARRANGED: RUDE CHERTAN ANURY no anus GREY LEAGUE ROUND UP 
 

 

It goes without saying that the Script of Da Vinci would require a lifetime for someone (else) to 
accomplish. 
 
It would not surprise me at all if the Riddles from Da Vinci continue on from the times we have now –  
as a sequel to the  works from where  I have left off. 
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The events would have left me culpable of some kind of crime of omission did I not remind us all of our deserving 

gratitude to one, actually two, persons who followed in the wake of Michael, continuing the work guided by him . 

The two are  in Italy, born J548, and the  
£  3244

 5 15 4 Son fauory baƒtard a mort tué. 
His favorite bastard to death killed. His favorite bastard exhausted to death . Which 
Filippos was, having spent almost half his life incarcerated, then burned at the stake 

ABOUT NOSTRADAMES  BASTARD  SON,  MADE AS  BRUNO 
RANSOMS BY YOUR DATA , SETS OUT UTTERS OUTERMOST 
TRUE  ST: BY .A.,OARS, DORMANT  STAR  DRAMA,  MA DATE 
OUTSMARTED  MATADOR  FAUOR MORT. MORE FORTUNATE   

[NORMA STARMAN SATANS] Matador favored death = Inquisition 
Italian  (Filippo, true natural son of Nostradamus)... where  
petit fils meant  of lower birth  or "base born"/ 
"by your data" = using the triple method 

Early Sunday morning, March 22nd2020,  on face book, someone posted a ridiculous hoaxed video regarding 

Nostradamus and Ogmios.     These do annoy me so much, always being based on fear factor, ignorance and 

unsubstantiated scholarship. The first word that hit me in the face was "economy" – a word the doctor never 

used in real life, living in a feudal system. 
OGMIOS meaning = giant (OG) MIOS = making water- Uranite.  So is this really what Orion is doing? 

This video (which I am not going to promote) had an image purporting to be the doctor – but was instead, his son, Filippo. 

  

 

Published y649 – 49 years 

after the death of Filippo, 

burned at an iron stake. 

 

M.   DC.XLIX 

 

 

"[If] you are looking for, beyond the words, the meaning of the signs floats purposely hidden by the author... "     "The 

Given Date (C) ...and [add] a thousand other advents (orbits) that will occur for waters and constant rains, (from E'Ya ) 

as then I simply in writing in my other prophecies that are made up in "soluta oration", the given date limiting the places, 

and (limiting/outlining the) times."     

Telling us in code that a thousand  "other" years was added. 

In year five hundred eighty more AND less,  (582 and 583 when pope Gregorius added 1000 years) 

You will await on an alien  century :      (a new early millenium) 

In the year settecentotre (703)  the skies will be/made witnessed,  (the RESET) 

proof the Notredames were not in the I500s, since he speaks of a century not yet arrived 

That in many realms they'll return five from Benediction.  (recall the sign of benediction? It is not what we want to think) 

"as long as everything is not expert. (6 100) The future tense is characterized by the dates of the Mills precesses (Millers 

""The Empire will soon be made desolate,    (Empire always refers to the Orion Group) 

And [Earth] moved close to great Blazing Silvio/Saturn ..." 

" In a chapter of the manuscript on hieroglyphics was found an anagram of the name Berlusconi.     (A common Italian name) 

Philological Interpretation Philology is the critical interpretation of an esoteric." 

 

" By focusing on the name Antoine De  [ P  (h)  t  (h)  yr  (s)  to  (s)  If ] and simplifying two by two identical letters (h) 

and (i), we get: Antoine De  [ Ptyrase ] that becomes Antoine De  [ Pyetras ], i.e. Antonio Di Pietro. 

Knowing the events of this story, by moving the words properly and reformulating the quatrain..." 

SILVIO BERLUSCONI – a key clue to us from Filippo! 

I'LL OBSCURE IOUR VISION, using code  OBVIOUS COLOURS INVISIBLE, blackness A BILLION SOUR VILE ILLUSIVE VICES 
SIR/Marduk/illuminati IN CELL IN IRONS;  SO INCUR INCLUSIVE EVIL ~ BILIOUS BOILS COURSE  IN BILE (Liver date  

 CIVIL LONERS' IRON BELLS /die glocken time gates   CLUES BORNE /carried OBLIVIOUS
soluta = unbound, freed, untied, released at large   oration pl. = prayers, speech eloquence plural – decoding what was said 
BILE (Liver date June 10 – July 7th  
OBVIOUS COLOURS INVISIBLE, = black – this just sent chills down my spine. False Flags and treacherous entities 
SOUR VILE ILLUSIVE  using charades, false news  and shape shifting 

The second chest punch was seeking information online about Filippo – coming up empty handed. 

So, I thought I wonder what might be among my old files (going back to 2012) – using my oldest computer since the 

second oldest had just died dead  (being Windows7) – immediately old research leaped out at me.  Not just there, 

but in the first of my dozen old memory thumb drives, also found eureka moments.  
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The results are reiterated here;  then: 

shortly after that, another fb aquaintence posted on my private message an article about one Giordano Bruno being 

burned at the iron stake by the Inquisition for his beliefs in the Infinite Omnipresent God.  A statue having been 

raised there to honour his genius. 

Imagine my horror on reading my own old research, that Filippo Nostradamus had changed his name to Giordano 

Bruno and had been burned at the iron stake! 

Almost immediately after I read the statue article, another fb  friend sent me a video of a gorgeous little baby 

jumping up and down in her crib saying quite clearly "ABBA is coming "– and pointing up.  

She did this three times. 
4 91 

Au Duc Gaulois contraint battre au duelle, 
La nef Meliele monech n'approchera: 
Tort accuƒe, priƒon perpetuelle, 
Son fils regner avant mort taƒchera./to sully 

4 91 
From the French duke pressured to battle by duel, 

My guy/son not close to [church] nave Missel:/prayer book 

Wrongly accused, perpetual prison,  Filippo 

Prevailing his son before sullied  death. 
 

 

monech (not capitalized) if Munich – no seaport.   
mon ech = mon mec, my guy/son   la nef = nave/church  

Meselle = Missel/prayer book    n'approchera: not close to 

The "sullied death" as follows, burnt at stake and in 
One Sent To Die Unique Of All Deaths, and also see 
 MURDER RUMORED 9 58 3 

 

 
the codes within codes  tells us about being sent to die [2 72] in a time gated planetoid, with the exact date & circumstances 

MEƑELLE = SELL/tell SEEM SMELL MEESE/ moose/deer/Orion  MELEE, EEL /aka Leech 

E.L.E. FE/metal  robotoid  SEMELE/backstabber  ELF /grey EMF-frequencies E.M.E. electro magnetic energy  FELLS ME... 

M'LLE unmarried  FEMME  SEES  'EM  E.S.E. east south east  FLEE  MILES  ELSE otherwise  HELLS FEE/cost 

 E.L.E. = extinction level event.  ELFS = Zeta greys, those of Ms. LIEder and her ZetaTalk misinformation 
 Leech is an actual constellation, once known as Hirudo. The crown over the head of Orion 

 

The Full Body Transport System patent being presented by google.com is evidence that the Industrial Military 
Media Complex is involved with the search engine.  
Lending to deeper re-collection of  the word "net". 

Which is what the word "Reticuli" means. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060071122  
” It was this experiment that resulted in [MY] making first contact with the of the Grey aliens who   

   told  me, in a remote viewing session, that “We saw you blowing [atomic] smoke into hyperspace.” 
 

Recall   Nostradamus speaking of the "Androgyne begotten". 
There is a i570 document authored by Chavigny (who appeared  to have gained some displeasure, having not been 
named in the Will of Nostradamus)... 

yet this 27 page document speaks of the "monstre androgyne",  being titled  l'ANDROGYN  July 21 j570. 

 

 

Yet I cannot help thinking that between them, Chavigny and Nostradamus set 
 this up to follow on after the doctor had died.

Why do I say that? 
Nowhere have I seen any warnings against Chavigny. 
A man speaking of such things as the Greys ("Androgyne") in the light of them 
being androids of the Industrial Complex – places Chavigny in the path of some 
danger. He needed to be discredited  publically as a red herring. 
Like Filippo, the natural born son of Nostradamus, Chavigny does write of things 
using the Triple Method – where  it takes one-in-the-know  to know one! 

Chavigny signed this frontispiece  PAR  MICHEL  IOVE.  Iove is Jove – 'god' of contracts. 
Using the Triple Method ciphers – telling us in code   

 

 

J557 edition procree = created  artificially, "begotten" (bespoke) in a laboratory 

2 45
 Secret Space Program, Trade in Children 

Too much the heavens weep for the Androgyne begotten, 
Near those heavens human blood being shed: 
Much later a great people re-created because of death, 
Later and soon the awaited relief comes. 
lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of its line. 1 10 
 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060071122
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Chef  made an  ANCHORESS  a  messenger 
Collator = Helen Cockburn Mead-Parks (Nell) a.k.a as quatreins:  Coceburn, Parques, or H.C., Archer 

 ‘anchorette’, ‘Lay’, ‘scholar’ Phaedra ‘Æsop’ ‘graduate’  Laureat ‘professor’ & Alumni  

 
£   736 

8 94 1 CUPOLA LUPUS URSA-PLOUU  LOT  LURCHES. COLLATE.  GET SUCH LANCET OPUSCULA
 (pamplets) 

TELL  

o this refers to all those warnings from everywhere about the NEW HEAVEN and NEW EARTH 
£  3038 

3 9 4 ("i" = "j") 
UUEAQ HOUSE CLEANER HELEN  PARQS ~ USED; READ LION 

C+F+
SENESCHAL (today is March 11 2020 and ANCHORESS 

only  yesterday the LION SENESCHAL post went  to fb with the explanation that the timing is right for it to be made public. 
It appears in  STARTER MOTORS March 9th 2020 on Page 15  includes 

 See "WHAT ARE THE CHANCES"  & "2020" 

 
and in yesterday's (!) pdf forum STARTER MOTORS  the "just cause reasons" appeared as Ed Woods unpopular movie 

PLAN NINE From OUTER SPACE" 

 
 

  

 
 

thus the 8 96 3 FLAILED  NOBLE (pharaonic bloodlines) are the AskheNazi "Barbarian Tartarian banksters"!  The long skull giant pharaohs. 
Explaining where the giant bloodlines went.  
Quick Introduction to the following lines with the word ABBA in them – which have been sitting in the Template now for a full ten years (exactly) 
The "ADULT BESTSELLER" 8 63 1 book I have been asked to write had been named  ABBE! CREATOR FATHER IN HEAVEN  all this time, then 
only just this week I decided to change it from ABBÉ to read how it is pronounced, ABBA. Only to find that this name sits in the Template!.  
Told you I am a slow thinker! 

 LANDS FONTAL-SEER'S  RANCH   I dont expect you to recall the alert regarding  5 65 ABBA  E'A-RA  EL  AYSE: 
5 65 
Come suddenly the terror will be great,         yes, when one sees them suddenly, at first, there is always a  frisson  of  fear* 
Hidden by the principal ones of the affair:    looks like they will arrive "cloaked"  principal ones = principalities, Eph 6 12 
And the lady in breeches will be no longer in sight,                                           the Card Reader video Janine's Tarot said this 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561
070&feature=em-comments 
Thus [by her] little by little will the great ones (elite) be angered. 
 

Their craft give me no fear that last more than a moment, but the craft with the "vibrationary" propulsion (sounds like a bull-roarer) do. 

Barcarole – first spoken word in the Template. Explanation: not to keep talking about me, it is not about me, it is about finishing 

stuff knowing I am running out of time. THIS is the reason for the little mention in the computerized Template of a truth and one 

which validates all the other truths: my first spoken word, at eleven months of age, was "barcarole" when I was jumping up and 

down trying to convince my grandmother to bring out the wireless. Talking with dad on one occasion I said to him:   

"I remember clearly, the act of  being born, and learning to walk on grandma's carpet, and once asking grandma (pointing)  to get 

out the wireless and put on the "music". Dad said "you were not saying "music" you were saying "barcarole", over and over."  

So, when I saw 6 64 4 in Allan Webber's Template...  
 
£  3393 6 64 4 Par Barcelone claffe prins d'induftrie. 

 INSPIRED ORACLE LASS,  first spoken word 
 

: IS CENTURIES DISPUTER
 

£  1226
 3 83 2 STRANGE ZEE ARGENTIC AGENTS ACTIONS OCCASIONED SENSATION:  

 

£  2871 
1 42 4Cherchant les osdu d'Amant & Prelin. Seeking the heartwood of the Ornament& Psellus 

Latin "os" kernel, heartwood/tree – seeking the inner secrets of Nostradamus/ornament & Michael Psellus the Younger 

MANDATE SPELT IN NOSTRADAMUS LATIN LETTERS EPISTLES  ENRICHES CHANT.

NOSTRADAMUS LOATH’D REPELLANT SPLENETIC CROTCHLESS PRINCE 

CHI’ SONS'/greys TRANCHE (STILL CONCERNS SPELL-CASTER ILL HEAP/the fallen ones)     
C+F+PARCA in the template

 

 TRANCHE =matured contract – the TRADE IN CHILDREN CLAUSE  PRINCE=Sirius  CROTCHLESS CHI’ SONS=the  non-gender Zeta45
 

£  2885 
1 56 4 SPECIAL CODE ENCIPHERS APPLIES IN LATIN THIRTIES LETTERS

CHORE/mandate. ECHOED,  yes Letter 32 mentions Triple Method and Parcs' mandate 
 

£  1820
10 35 2  

 

£  1260
 4 17 2 MANDATE RARE  ARAB (QARAN) CONVOLUTED~MANUAL DAMN ALDEBARAN (NAZI Taurus follower) RENAMED 

ELUDE REAL BAAL BEAR ERR TONAL DUEL BARER ARABLE 
 

£  1665 
8 80 2 MANDATE TYPING ATTEND R AMON DRAGON MONEY AGENT MATED LX GENRES FLUX RADON DANGERS, NO 

GYRENES ANYMORE GEORGE ADAMSI: UNTAMED/vril ENDANGERS GENES / PETTY GAIN, FROZEN      
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
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Comparing: LADDER-DOOR = portal  KORÉ = portal  PORTAL DOOR = time gate   pairs C+F+ 

 

the word "door"  should be next to "Coré" 

LION SENESCHAL 
 
Extract of the registers from The LION  SENESCHALES 

 
S V R C E  que Mace Bonhomme Imprimeur 

chamber [stargate] imp evermore communiques commie camp.  Requires him November, acquire much more ices up 
come November mi map (Fr) 

demeurant a Lyon,hadict auoir recouuert certain 
Render haute couture articulation - incurred   aerodynamic. R.O intermediary

2 
  caution cue hut, (tents/Earth), are 

calendar alteration – [orbit] out 
liure,intitule, LES PROPHERTIES DE MICHEL 

Iule (Yule) my Directories replenish the multiple, 
elliptic [orbit] enterprise led the hours (the day) 

NOSTRADAMVS,qu'il feroit volentiers imprimer 
ventriloquist (puppeteer)  imperialism transformed, drives over metropolitan fire-arms permission. Rival reformatted 
puppeteer, Inform visitors drop small vitae (children) requirement 

s'il nous plaifoit,luy permettre ce requerat: outre 
celestial equator up fourteen... [degrees] impulsesTerritory Rat /2020, truly tiresome trip

3
 

ce defenfes eƒtre faictes a touu[w] Imprimeurs  au 
wrote –  measure aim (asteroid) - unspecified fiery fascias after effects. Few are resource efficient 

4 
separates NASA

deaf/mutism (sheeple) 
tres de ne l'imprimer, ou faire imprimer de deux 

R.O. exemplified departure,
3 

minimises  murder 
My E'a

5
 prefix'd determines per armoured delirium 

My friendlier medium lord repaired exposure term 
Ans.Et apres que le dict liure ha efte par nouu veu cu 

       loud hailer's
6
 sequence up – evacuate, turnip

7
 feature, evade the peurile queues is supernatural Ahpees* account 

occupant is queer lusus [trick] naturae (begotten spontaneously)         
*Ahpee/Sirius,  of AleisterCrowley 
2  R.O/Andromeda Council  intermediary = would be Alex Collier 
3  

truly tiresome trip... see pdf  MOST IMPORTANT PRESAGE, also the Hopi Prophecy Rock 
4  

Few are resource efficient. See pdf WHAT ARE THE CHANCES   &  "2020" 
5
 My E'a prefix'd,  E'Yah has become a true Ra by earning the title. This also refers to the calendar prefix for Yesus, who shared   

  the DNA of E'Yah. The texts referred to other "lords" as "suffix".   EnKi/Yah could be termed "RA YAH" these days.  This is why     
  no-one is a reincarnation of EnKi. Nor is anyone a reincarnation of Nostradamus who has gone on to become a Younger Elder 
6  

 loud hailer's sequence = these hidden texts     
  

7
 turnip - for the false rapture - underground, but not too far. Also referring to the "root cellar" alerts in What Are The Chances. 

 
£  1723 

9 38 2 MANDATE ANAGRAMED NAMED THE ETHANAMIDE EPHESIANS NEITH EMATHIEN PERSIAN SEA ADEN SEA GATE. 
LARGE PHANTASIES ARE ANU THESPIANS (Anunnaki) ROUTE   PARENTHESIS MADE .AA.ENLARGED 
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1 64 3. Bruict, chat, bataille au ciel batre aperceu 
LITTLE BEAR (Ursa Minor) IN U.N. BUREAUCRATIC BELT [Orion Group] BETA PARTICLE BIBLE CREATURE ELITE, TRACE 
ABLE BULLETINS  (these texts) BELITTLE ACCURATE CAPABLE RELIABLE  AUTHENTIC ALPHABET… ATTRIBUTE 
ECCENTRICAL HALLUCINATE. ABLE ALPHABETIC UTTER U.N. CIRCULATE BACTERIA [chemtrails] 

Ursa Minor is where Alex Collier said our moon had been brought from, and these texts also say those from 

Ursa Minor are MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER
 

1 89 3  

URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER (exactly what Alex Collier had said)
 

£  1975 
1 89 3  

PHAEDRUS
AESOP

SOUL - ESHDAR RACE CLOSURE  MARINE  OLM
 human fish 

ADEN ROSARIUM  HADES
 portal  

ARMOURS M.E. 
URSA MINOR OUR MOON MAIN SOURCE IRAN PERSIAN INVADER DEATH.LEVEL VIRAL MOLECULES VIRUS SPREADS. 
 

£  2953 
2 24  4  

QUARAN MINOR BEARS GARMENTED IN ROBES MONGER sell BESOIN the need UN. OBSERUE AQUA AND NEGATE 
ERIDANU AIM MARIE

/asteroid 
 ROBES GERMINATED IDEA FRAGMENTED QUA. that already said OBSERUE ARBORESQUE.. 

 

6 7 1  

IRON PLANET “  DATE URSA MINOR IS CELESTIAL - NO ERRING DATE  8 17 1 DEMONIST  TRIBES  USES AZINES

the source of mobile planetoids the stars of URSA MINOR were the Hesperides. aka Cynosura  HANIX of  the North 
and interesting as it really is, Alex Collier did say our moon is a mobile planetoid from Ursa Minor! 
£   507 

6 7 1 (NORN.INQUINATE (befoul) DATE LITTLEBEAR~IS CELESTIAL REGION.CREATED ) IRON QUEEN (Persephone) 
INEBRIANT QUINONE QUINTAN BLISTER TIBER  NO.ERRING.DATE. (BLISTER TIBER = MANTICORE CREMATION DATE?) 
£   240 

3 40 1  
EASTER ADHERANT SHATTERED VERSE INVADERS.REAL.DANGER.THREAT.REDRESS INVERSED LARGER.DEATH 
REVISE READER..AT.THE.END REINVESTED  RESTIVE RARE HEAT  
  
1 100 3 was absent from the Template, so I asked Allan what happened there, and he said the computer could not find any words in  context.  

So I went looking my self using the Anagram Genius™  program and this was the result : 

1 100 3 Tenant au bec un verdoyant rameau 
         NEEDLES RECUPERATE OUTDATED SORE. RELEASE YNTO (Into) UNTESTED POORER EDUCATED.  
         SURE OUTDATED POTENCE RE-RELEASED, MADE AUTOMATIC MUTATION 
COMET MANIAC MARDUK AIM ENACTED  MANDATE  TO  MAIM  VETERANS  IN  ABUNDANCE ANTE CAT IEAR 2023

6 3 4  Oftera le fceptre coronal de concorde [halo] (ƒ can be S) add this to NEW HEAVEN & EARTH 
  (Ash tree/Pisces)  L  ETCETERA       [quite so! see images page 32] 

POLES OFF CENTRE, CREATORS  ACCORD  ERECT  TOR  DAN  
DANCE Earth ENDS. REPLACES  ASTERS  OUTER  SPACE  CONCORD  CREEPS  OFF  CENTRE ADORE RAT in October – the ‘great translation’ 

[use] PRESELECTED  LETTER  CODES  ONCE  after RECEPTACLES  computers  RESTORED    wont be me 

R.O. OF  PERFECT  CONCERT Elohim DECLARE  DEALER  CONCOCTER OF PERFECT CONCERTO, texts  CORRECTED  FOOLS 
 

Know your [vaccine] rights 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBthwhTOO2E&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0-
Hitb_xUdtoXZvQniIKff9doT6agU8KJzvyzLJgJE-RUNEBg6V8UgD1A

 

interesting that Janine said that "seven years her works...(2013 to 2020) " the number 20 (which is 2020) and "she will just simply disappear" 

if you looked at the pdf  "Comparing Computer Template, etc" you will see they all say the collator is picked up by portal, and just disappears. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.157718
9730561070&feature=em-comments 

£  3401672 4  A.Cassiopeians,    = moving the orbits and timelines

 
goes to those who not only brought my mother and father together, but also held out the carrot on the stick 
bandied about within those Hidden Texts: 

 
8 63 1  Quand l'adultere bleffe fans coup aura  When the adulterer wounded [you all] without a blow 
CANOPUS QUADRANTAL= Argo constellation-MantiDs BLESSES NELL PARKS FOUND ACES UP CODES ENABLES   
U/Urania QARAN /book of other worlds          AN ADULT BESTSELLER. 
PARCS FOUND ANU USED U.N. CAP,/Aurigan  APES / Ahpees/Sirius SNOUUED UPON U.S., UNDOES COUUS UNSAFE.  
cattle mutilations. Or Aldebaran of the Nazi 
AS : AN ALL-POUUERFUL AUUE-FiLLED UUONDER, BALANCES OFF ATEN-ETNA : PALL DARKENED ...  
BANKS-FUELLED ALL UUARS 
FLAUUED TOP RANK the military industrial E.T media complex DESPERATE ;  
UUANTED PLEASURFUL, SUFFERANCE FAT-FACED ANU LORD 

There are two dates here – ALE/Brew – May 13 – June 9 and PAUUS/Gemini which runs on from Ale date 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBthwhTOO2E&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0-Hitb_xUdtoXZvQniIKff9doT6agU8KJzvyzLJgJE-RUNEBg6V8UgD1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBthwhTOO2E&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0-Hitb_xUdtoXZvQniIKff9doT6agU8KJzvyzLJgJE-RUNEBg6V8UgD1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
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ANGEL IN THE SS OFFICE 

ONE FREE YEAR 

5 22  2  Effrayeur grande a l'armee estrangere 
ESTEEM'D  STRANGER = GRANDEUR ANGEL  GENRE 
ARRANGED FREE  YEAR  EASTER  =  a year’s disability pension! Not yet old enough for a pension. 2010 
ALARMS  RAREFY DANGER RE-AGENTS  EFFRAY  

URGE  REFER FALSE  AGREEMENTS  FRAY  GENERATES..- That would be Treaty9  -      

Not being old enough for the Old Age Pension, at a loss how to get by with still four years yet to be eligible... 
An accident falling backwards off the cabin steps straight onto the handlebars of the lawn mower and tearing the rotor cuff 
muscles in both shoulders left me unable to do many tasks. 
As usual, the "Social InSecurity" department ran me through many hoops like a mini tiger.  
Just driving there over 60 klms was tearing at the shoulders. 
In unnecessary despair and being questioned by the S.S. about what colour sox I was wearing –  
the entire room simply stopped. Ceased movement. Silence. 
Then out from one of their offices a tall elegant and lovely looking glowing lady came over to me and told me: 
"do not worry, we have invited you to receive an Invalid's Pension for the next year". She was leaning over the unpleasant 
one asking about irrelevent details – who had simply stopped in mid inconsequential stream— 
then the Angel returned- gliding back into her office allowing the humdrum noise and smells to re-swamp us all. 
Came home and found the above (5 22 2) shortly after. 
 
SAMMY  SNARDFARKLE    who helped open my eyes with much secret information, and protection 
GEORGE MEDWAY (dec.) without whom the foundations of this saga would never have progressed 
KAREEN HUTCHINS (RIP)what can I say! I miss you – met you when we were 17. Would have nothing without your help 
MARC DIGUISEPPE   journalist and part mentor 
DINI MERCEICA  met her when she was 13.She has been terrified of me ever since. Joking...my "Dutch pillar"in the texts 
SHIRLEY HEAP   dear friend, notice her surname? Alkhemye for the Pleiades, named her only daughter Stella. 
ELOISE CLAIRE  dear daughter, always applied herself. Adroit Girl say the texts. Clever and very Keltic. Viking Kelt. 
GINA UTZ   who it was spotted Nostradamus in the Last Supper. Wow. 
CLARE TEMPLETON  who reprimanded me for my hubris – which led me to find the MONGREL Pleiadians information 
SUZANNE LEAH  astrology deeply seated in her very genes 
MUM & DAD  who I now realize were quite different and very special. Mum and her Kim's Game, and dad with a dozen books on 
religion for me "when I was ready" 
JACKIE KLEEB  attached together with that silver thread since we were 5. She met her husband through me, and she sees dead 
people. She likes to describe it as just clairaudient, but it is more than that. The ability travels down her female line. 
BILLY KENNEDY original Australian with a heart as big as Uluru 
CATHY PARKS\  who validated my Kariong visits, my kid sister of whom I am very proud, beating the Japanese at their own 
speciality floral arranging at an international competition in Belgium... 
PHILIP W. PARKS if anyone ever wants to travel somewhere and be assured they are safe and "looked after", travel with him. He 
was on the red bus that left before the  July 7

th
 bombed one in London. He moved his yacht around to the lee of Malta a day before 

Etna went off severing the lines of the yachts still moored  where his had been. He left Ethiopia 2 hours before that volcano erupted  
and he  just got off the Nepal trail; before the 9.0 earthquake removed it. There have been others but those are the ones I recall. 
GRANDMA  &  GRANDPA  WEEDON  encouraged the arts and jillarooing, having survived the Great Depression fossicking for 
gold in the Northern Territory, he being born there 
SILVER ALBI "ARGENTAL bluish silver GRAAL "LETS AGENT USE TRUE CELTIC TREE CENTURIES CIFER LANGUAGE LATE 
TUUENTI TUUELVE  2 79 2 and my little blue grey, along with Valgrind the 7 footer. I knew you were there guys 
UNCLE RAY & AUNTY BERNICE        who let me be rude and read at table 
What can I say. I was such a repugnant and selfish child. My great aunt and uncle. He had been a "bush ranger" and they were the 
Secretaries of the Flora & Fauna Protection Society. This meant I was dragged around all the National Parks living in tents and 
learning, and loving it. Paddling with oxyhorrhinchus paradoxus which we know today as platypi. These wonderful people who were 
doing organic gardening long before the word Permaculture was the gleam in a Grassroots Magazine editors eye.It was uncle Ray 
who showed me the Bambara Walls Kariong hieroglyphs in September 1958. 
NICK MAHLO, who overheard the MURDER RUMORED 9 58 3 which led to my being outside in time to witness the imploding 
planetoid Sept. 19  2011  (C+F+MESELL or MEFELL) and  2 72 
and who also witnessed the visit by Da Vinci in a golden cronor visor 
and who was working on my roof when I was told CENTRE ROOF UNSAFE – when Nick went to look the builders had left the  
central rafters unbolted 
 

 

End of the J555 publication of Centuries One to 

Centuries   4  Quatrain 53 
 

REPLIES "MEAD HEED IMPERFECT FALSE  CENTURIES",  
AIM EDUCATE, PRINT THE  IDEAL THREE PIECE ; USE 
CELTIC TREES, RUNIC  AND STAR  ALCHEMIES  CLUES. 

READ ASTERS CIRCLE  FIRST CHAPTER  THE  PREFACE   
DEFEAT  EUNUCHS  TRIED  PRIMED  EARTHS  FATE.   
FEEL CHIEF ALIENS MEAL, PRESIDENT  TRUMP DECIMATES 
le IIII.  iour de Mai   M. D. LV.     

                  C+F+   
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Sigourney Weaver shortmovies - Messsiahs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-
nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY 
 

REGARDING FALSE ASTEROIDS 
“Also, another fact was not widely known among military intelligence was that CIG had 
planned to utilize artificial meteor strikes as decoy devices ejected from V -2 warheads     
at 60 miles above the earth to record dispersal trajectories and possible psychological 
warfare weapons against the Soviets in the advent of a war in Europe. One of the projects 
underway at that time incorporated re-entry vehicles containing radium and other 
radioactive materials combined with biological warfare agents  developed by I.G. Farben for 
use against allied assault forces in Normandy in 1944.  
 

VODAPHONE BOSS WHISTLEBLOWER describes exactly how five gee micro waves cause the cellular structure to allow 
detrimental body pollution into the cells, causing the body to go into immune response overdrive, pointing out that 
electricity additions in 1918 and altered electricity supply in 1968 caused each "flu" and that the real biological germ 
is being supplied in the test kits...  

F0RMER V0DAFONE B0SS BL0WS WHISTLE ON 5G:C0R0NAVIRUS 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/r5LfM0ayxb1A/ 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoQUrXzbvf4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR38CfGxy1pBp69HRoB7nTzWjIkthk
pqLhv4FQdnL3bPjJwTxc1qdsxuPA8  
THE UNDERGROUND WAR HAPPENING NOW JAN 2020 noting the comment somewhere around the 34 minute mark 
"that was just before Hillary died..." which was Sept. 2016 
Recall  J562 –"more from the lithosphere... 

underground that is, where ongoing battles have been happening since around 2010 or 2011, in August when the Under 
China Sea base was taken, then one in Virginia, and now more and more with Trump at the helm 
 

J.5 83 Leonardo-Enki Part 4  

Those who will have undertaken to subvert.  
the Copiests, off worlders underground, adding 1000 to calendars  

An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:  
from other stars "more from the lithosphere" J.5 62/2020 & Preage 73 

They will act through deceit, nights three to warn,  
going to great lengths to ensure you do not know about Re-sets  

When reading from the greatest Bible table. Mazzaroth/Anu*  
 

and UNDER OCTOBRE & NOVEMBRE 2020   
Presage 73 (J573+458 = 2031)  Julian573 – just 10 years before pope Gregory changed the J/i to a 1 

Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee,  
Greys defy all. borne more from the lithosphere/underground (than from outer space) 
Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez.  
Several of them between Mobius strip dimensions . 

J  5 62 /2020 

One will see blood to rain on the rocks, 
Sun in the East, (Russia) Saturnines in the West: Pentagon 

Near/under Oregon warfare, Yellowstone at Rome great evil  seen, Vatican 
Ships sunk to the bottom and the Tridental taken.   Tridental could be the Og giants 

 

UNDER  OCTOBRE  2020  ( J562 plus 458   )
1. Parle Legat du terreftre & marin 

 The Law of One speaking of Earth and seascape (E’YA RA)
2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder. 

All living with the great Capon (eunuch/Androgyne) 
3. Eftre a l'efcoute tacite   LORVARIN,

R.O.  RIVAL  R.drako  ON, Oannes/Anu NOR ORAN/Orion   
ALLIE... ALI  [Allah] VRIL: VIRAL AVRIL. April 

Tacitly listening to Oran Orion V r i l   Bei ng  Aiwazz 
It was Aleister Crowley who was ''tacitly listening'' in 

'viral  Avril' producing the book of the Law Of One 
4. Qu' a fon adois ne voudra accorder 

That was not his parting wish granted  (who – Aiwazz?) 
1 42 Vril              Did Crowley misinterpret The Law of One? 

 

 
look closely at the date  J 562 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY
http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/toc.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/r5LfM0ayxb1A/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoQUrXzbvf4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR38CfGxy1pBp69HRoB7nTzWjIkthkpqLhv4FQdnL3bPjJwTxc1qdsxuPA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoQUrXzbvf4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR38CfGxy1pBp69HRoB7nTzWjIkthkpqLhv4FQdnL3bPjJwTxc1qdsxuPA8
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“Although came late to the dialogue, would like to vouch for the credibility of Helen Parks' current connection with                         
The Doctor plus she walks her talk,  and some ambitious woman younger than me should do her biography. 

Clare Templeton  January 6 2016  at 3:29pm 

my response:  always remember ~ if you want to know their real worth in order to pass a judgement, as people always do: 

= the deeds, not the words... “walks her talk” 5 99 4 =  facta non verba  
  MEAD UUALK-THE-TALK, ‘UUIT’ CRIER town crier  BLURTS 
          

OVATION FROM Michel Lee 

""Miss Helen Parks, Its so nice seeing your posts again after so many years. 

 I must have been on your mailing list all these years, 

 because i always got emails from your studies. To all my friends.  

This is without a doubt 1 of the smartest people I have ever know in my life, or on this planet. 

 I cant remember how we met on here, most likely in a group.  

I was talking to 1 of another 1 of the smartest people I know Rick Whitt about you. then you pop up.  

People, I used to just read her post for a while before we spoke, I would always look up what she posted to she if what she was 

speaking on, to see if it was right,  

Then we began speaking, and I hate to say it lol lol Sorry Helen Parks. but I would research things through out my day things to 

question you about. lol . and without hesitation you had the right answer, I remember telling Rick Whitt  

and a few others, that I thought there was no way you could be from this earth, and was serious about it.  

People, this lady has devoted all the years and assuming all her life, informing people what is really going on in the world to 

anyone that wanted to listen, and was never wrong.  

BTW the question I asked you about the Black Knight Satellite. and without hesitation 

 you never skipped a beat about it, is what made me tell people I didnt think you came  from this earth.  

But thats what hooked me. I read everything you wrote, after that.  

until facebook turned my brain to mush, pretty much, but I have been reading them  

almost everyday since we been back ons friends list.  

I just want to say thank you for all you do.  

You are 1 of the few people in this world I look up too.. - 
Michel Lee P.S.  

And still to this day I have not figured out how you knew so much down to the detail of the Black Knight.  
March 5

th

 2019 

OVATION FROM Michel Lee 

  

Thank you so much Michel Lee for your lovely ovation! 
The Black Knights answer is simple – it sits in C1 Q10 and all quatrains with the word Seraph 

the secondary Black Knight which Betty Andreasson painted hovering behind  

two giant people wearing pink (indicating they are Casseopean) is always 

situated on the opposing side of Earth to the other one. 

These Seraphim Warriors are the TRUE Watcher/Guardians of the Living Library 
and not the Keepers (SAAM); who would have us think that they are the Watchers 

1 41 3  
verses small  ZEE, Cassiopeia /Pegasus, the little blue-grey 

from Scheat /quite so  
 

There are a couple of other pdf collections waiting in the aisles to be finished and published – which looks like 
being months away at the moment, ArmMargEddan Part 2  was one of them. In one of these pending articles are           
a couple of alerts pertinent to right now. So, best they are included here, since they not only back up previous 
warnings (about which Q Anon domain name to trust, there is only one, which uses 8KUN channel) with other 
details related to "pity the children".  During 2012 I was on radio trying to warn the listeners that children do 
really need help from truly good folk.  I am just so glad to have lived long enough to see it actually happening. 
 

5:41:3  He will cause his blood to rise again in the ancient urn, Fera renaiftre fon fang de l’antique vrne,

cloning himself, or Barron? using the ancient amphorae – with  ormus                  ('q' = 'c' and 'k' and 'i'  = 'y') 
FEAR.AS.NESTORIANS.NEVER.QUIT   EQUIVALENT REASONS.SAINTS.ERA.ENGLAND. (Catholicism division)   
FEAR.NEAR.QUIVER/date between Sagittarius and Capricorn 
QUINATE  (fragrant ones) ASSERTIONS RUNIC FARE FREES SISTER: ARSENITES QUINT/helmeted TREASONS TARE 

  ARSENITE QUINT = those from Sirius 

  FREES SISTER = "sister to the brother" 5 36 
  define Nestorian: the idea that there were two Christ persons, one divine and one human.  Which turns out to be true, with five 

biblical mentions of a shape shifting Jesus, and various sources naming Immanuel Iscariot dying of old age at Masada 

  
READERS ALERT LATER IN DEE-AY (Diee/Virgo) NINETEEN-TEEN-AGE (2019) that NAÏVE RIFF-RAFF VENERATED 
RENEGADE UNGENUINE QAnon REGENERATED TITLE ALTERED, ELITE ENGINEER INTEGRATED, RATED, REFINED 
TRUE FACTS ALTERNATED  FOR  RAT YEAR . 2020 in their copied domain name titled Qanon or QAnon 
 ALTERNATED = think:  "alternate news" – or  "news made alternate"   or "fact check"  not always the truth either
 

8:26:3  The great one who holds Pamplon, but does not hold,Le grand qui tient ne tient voui ira l’amplonne.  

                                                                                     ('q' = 'c' and 'k' and 'i' = 'y') 

 

https://www.facebook.com/n/?clare.templeton1&aref=1483672398383534&medium=email&mid=545652d9336feG5af3694d3776G545646644c9aeG37&bcode=1.1483676976.AbmP6CFdoLUEEIyE&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au&lloc=image
https://www.facebook.com/michel.lee.10485?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARDD60JP7rN3XrLJcvNCA6zjlH1Ouzfdb0PRVkGCrVJDqsZIvE7K6sIUTThXS-czRxysjv5p9ezrh-l-&hc_ref=ARRUHeiQ5v9XHAcQC3RP9QB37JsOQ19Mi9w0wpr6nDy1-0Ks8eQoH_O6HlzINj4J0Lo&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARB0QFYtRPZWfhVFZ-RhGW-dAMO-B2bn37H6ZxfHXT2ehFwePKFC7qYzZOJzUODcVp9EHF6Y3jpv3ne2&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/rick.whitt.77?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARCmvQpBxYYdh07r1uaHDR-JAQW1wWADpM-CNDX0-1YFoZIGMGJ1RRdgEU53LV5IXVcWfDP9PFXvraLG&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARAoZh_YVfSCUCk8jP7rFRWtwDdcYGccKPE-M-UyQBQHMyLZDH6-8aZvckSJ1_NwQhc2oORjv99HiNUe&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/rick.whitt.77?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARD2yNU2SXr7LrtUOcbK5zvaTQ0Xe1oVcVjztuqtlu9bYy138Fa5IXWFzE9S6Rr4S6HqigKWbPzEltg3&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/michel.lee.10485?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARDD60JP7rN3XrLJcvNCA6zjlH1Ouzfdb0PRVkGCrVJDqsZIvE7K6sIUTThXS-czRxysjv5p9ezrh-l-&hc_ref=ARRUHeiQ5v9XHAcQC3RP9QB37JsOQ19Mi9w0wpr6nDy1-0Ks8eQoH_O6HlzINj4J0Lo&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142
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LONDON ENGLANDER(Icke) ENLARGED ON/Oannes reptilian VUORLD POLARMAP. QUITE INVOLUTED INTENT. 
NONE QUANTITATED DIQUAT/refers to all things like glyphosate 

 

 

RETALIATIVE ILLUMINATI AIM QAnon PENETRATING TRUE GENTILE MARITIME MILITANT INTELLIGENCE TO UUEED 
AT "VENERATE IMPALING TOILET TRAINING AGE" –  

ORIGINAL UNGENTLE VIRGINAL PROLE  ADRENALINE  NUTRITIONAL MATURING OLDER ELITE POLLUTER NEED 
 REPELLENT VIPER ENLIL VALIANT GERONIMO/chief INITIATING OPERATIONAL EVIL, IMAGINING IN ALLE.LU.YA

 So saying Enlil/Valiant Thor imagines they are as good as the Eloim Alliances (Alle.Lu.Ya) meaning  as 'gods' 
 Pamplon = MAN/Orion  AN-ÖLM  P.O./P.M./M.P.   
LAM-PAN POMP/ahpee-Crowley-Vril APPLE computerisation PALM to hold-own  LOAM/land ALL OPAL/gem/Earth   

 POMP = ritual   PAN = grey APPLE is also the date of Yule   MA is the date of Libra 
 AN-ÖLM = the Fish faced (Olm = human fish)  of  Anu = the Mitre crown of the pope 
 P.O. = all communications  P.M.  all political leaders  M.P. = Military Police 
  PROLE  ordinary folk (treated as slaves) and their children in this case

 

£  2647
  9:19:3  The great bastard issue from the great one Maine Le grand baftard yffu du grand du Maine,

ENGLANDER LIEGEMAN  BASTARDRY YSUS (Jesuits)  ARE 
MUDDY DRYASS NEMESIS DAYSTARS LINEAGE; ABLE ABRADANT: DRY EDEN GARDEN  
so is this saying that Eden is now some desert somewhere? 

BANDAR/Haven STARBAND/Eloim GUARDS  AGAINST ALIEN MAN/Orion BAND MARAUDING: AIM  DRUGS  U.S.A 
 Once again I am grounded with a thud. Recently a new fb 'friend', a neighbour of Alec Newald sent me some more information regarding his 

famous pickup from New Zealand to be gone ten days. Those who picked him up told Alec they were from Haven, and appeared to be Elders. 

The feelings about who they really might have been are mixed for me.Simply because They renamed Alec as Anu.This name means 'heaven' 

which could be a simple case of 'he from haven'. The matter of the Copiests and exactly who they might be has crossed our path before. Is it a 

case of  king Anu copying a name from his future? In his book Co-Evolution, Alec describes the people exactly as those Arien fallen angels 

were described by Admiral Byrd in his diary. 

 AIM  DRUGS  U.S.A way back before the end of 2012 when the website had to be renewed due to finding the Triple Method, 
there were warnings regarding those from Sirius placing the American public under "anaesthetic" – the word was ISATIN which 
is chloral hydrate, and I found that line straightaway! It was in 10 100 4 the very last line. I will put it here just for interest sake 

10.100 
The great empire will be for England,                                   
The all-powerful one for more than three hundred years: 
Great [tectonic]  forces of the sea to pass by  land  
The Lusitanians will not be happy  thereby.                    
 
10 100 4 The  Hidden  Text : 
Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens  
THE  AERONAUTIC  LII BEING:  RECOUNT  ANSTUS   -  
AGAINST AGES SUPPRESSED  
ANSTUS  means  “study of the family tree”    
Lusitains … codes within codes 
 IT AS LINUS SAINTS INSIST~ U  AL SUSTAIN  ISATIN  ILL   

SCRY SATYRIC  SYRIANS 
ISN'T SaLu I     (Sirius Talls SaLuSa)       (I= Dec 19/20  or) 
I  SaLu  ISN'T  (what people think or invisible dimension) 
A. L. S  IN  SITU,  SUSTAIN  IL,  SLAIN  I -  IT  SUIT SALUS’ N   
ITS U (uranite) S’LuSa  N  (the need)   
SaLuSa  IN TIN  SITS IN  SITULA L II  (Pisces 2012) or  
LII (52 grey) SITS IN SITULA 
IT'S  LINUS   A  (winter solstice) 

Uranite = “of the heavens” Urania  
10 100  4 Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens  
 

ENTER  RENNES  CAPSTONE  IS  NOT 
SUSTAINS  SUNLESS  LENSES 
PAST N PATRONS  - AS  IS  US 
INSTALL  N.N.E  TUNNEL 
seen relentless suns II          (two suns) 
POSE  TRANS-OCTANES  

Lusitania is Portugal … U.K. to Portugal, the shift 

Became “Great” Britain in 1604,   add "more than 300" to when it  
became "all powerful" – would that take us to 2013? 
Tectonic plates move the distance UK to Portugal (Tunisia to Sais in the 
hidden text) = a bit over 200 miles in longitude which would mean the 
Earth’s axis tilts a bit more.  
See “Italy to South Africa” and “Rio to south pole” for the latitude distance 
found in the codes of “LUSITAINS”  
To tell about the greys from 52,000 years in the future, stargate users     
and non-disclosure 
ANSTUS  means  “study of the family tree”   In this case it means the      
He-Rod52 greys in our past and our future 

=  remain duped and unknowing               ISATIN  is chloral hydrate 
SaLuSa,  a Tall White from Sirius A.   
A.L.S. is like motor neurones disease spread by chemtrails supported by 
those of  an area near Sirius and Orion 
N is the rune for “necessity”  and the sky rune for Eridanus 
N = Celt Ash is in Pisces. L: (Cetus sky rune) is in Pisces.  
Tin is metal for Pisces  and for Sagittarius. 
SITULA is a bucket shaped craft… in which sit J Rod52 greys like the 
Roswell greys 
I is the eve of winter solstice = December 19/20 or Egypt or ICE or    
“unable to progress forward” 
LINUS: using the right molecules in the right concentration that are   
required for health  

RENNES CAPSTONE IS NOT A CAPSTONE 

SUSTAINED BY ERID.ANU – PAST USER 

SUNLESS LENSES: sitting in the dark while using the spyglass 
PAST N PATRONS: The Eridani. They are as we are 
Relentless sun’s C.M.E. activity SEEN via the looking glass in the stage 
gate at RENNES.  TRANS OCTANES II (2011 or 2012 or Nov) 

satyric In ancient Greek mythology, a forest deity and demon of fertility found in the retinue of the god Dion-ysus. Dion/god Ysus/Sirius.      
 In myths satyrs are depicted as part goat with horns – which could mean “IN CAPRICORN”   HERE -   
satire www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html 
Satire: a literary term used to ridicule or make fun of human vice or weakness, often with the intent of correcting, or changing, the subject of 
the satiric attack…                               AND I SEE the  SaLuSa messages exactly so 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aeronautic
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/against
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/age
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html
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This same line also gave the co-ordinates of the Earth’s new position after necessary  

changes to the current one 

A new 900 – 1260 day orbit “ascended” further out  - 1260 is divisible by 12 by 105 and 

105 adds to 6; (as in – SIX DAYS) Therefore, the “numerators” seem to be involved, those who love the number 

12. The Anun.nakim  

 Rio de Janeiro becomes the new South Pole verified by   

      “S.A.  (Africa)  to  Italy” …Saudi Arabia is to be the new North Pole 
 

9 19 3   The great bastard issue from the great one Maine  

IS  GREAT  ADULTERY DEFRAUDING YOU 
 STRANGE UNREAL DOGMAN, DERO, YETI ANIMALS ROAMING DAILY. 

GRAND DRYAD BRAUU E'YA DAD, AUUARE ALUMNI GRADUATE MEAD GNOUUINGLY ALL GRATEFUL: 
DEFT UUELL TRAINED MARINES UURANGLE BASTARDRY ANGRY DUNG GANG UNDER 

IN  D.U.M..B. –  FATIGUED ADRENAL DYING UNGIFTED/stolen  ENRAGED LEGENDARY GIANT GUARDIANS  
  GIANT GUARDIAN, either the 40 foot warrior Seraphim or even EnKi - or King Ninghizzida? The ten footer
  GRAND DRYAD a tree dweller/Merlin – for the Living Library
  BRAUU E'YA DAD ABBA, wonderful Father in heaven
 UNREAL/cryptid – I do hope you took the time to read the DERO & RICHARD SHAVER's LEMURIA at the website                  

 

  
endnote  DJTrump -  see the hint "ALMOST 8' "  found this 17 th April 2020 
£ 2133 3 47 3 Pour peur des croix ploiera fon enfeigne,J557 For fear of the crosses 

(Anu)  
he will fold his flag 

Image of ten foot man at Airforce One – whose features are very similar to Valiant Thor.  

Val Thor is said to be 7 ft 11",  OOOOOH – I am The ! !!  Thor! how many times did Trump say it

8 26 3   Le grand qui tient ne tient voui ira l’amplonne.

 
REPELLENT VIPER ENLIL VALIANT GERONIMO/chief INITIATING  OPERATIONAL ARIEN VRIL  EVIL 

The great one who holds Pamplon, but does not hold.  BUT l'amplonne does not say Pamplon.  8 26 3 
"ampli"= amp,  "ampleur" = breadth, fetch. "l'amplonne"= frequency waves, and who is Lord of the airways?
 

 
fcere tempora, necmomenta & c. Combien que-   From Prologue to the Centuries 
AESOP NOTE:  REMEMBER QUOTE? "ACCEPTANCE OF MNEMONIC" BEFORE ACQUAINT COMMENCEMENT ? 
Yes, I do … it was April 1980… this has left me a little shaky. See "About the Collator" 5 36 "sister to the brother" 
 

 

 

 Alleged 4 91* DucGauloisMellele                                    AESOP = story teller, each story having a moral 
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BECAME COMPERE COMMENCEMENT OF QUATREIN QUOTIENT [my portion] ~ QUIET PERFORMANCE | 
COMPETENCE COMES OF from PRE–ACQUAINTED PRENATAL & RE~COMMENCEMENT – NICE PERFORMANCE.   

 
 

 
https://www.facebook.com/rob.easton.1426/posts/701845273958553  CONCLUSION  here is the ten footer is NINGISHZIDDA 

Sometimes working with the actual English translation can provide the last clue 
The great one who holds Pamplon, but does not hold.  gives us this: 8 26 3 

TRUMPS HOT BLOODED PENTAGON HOTHEAD HELL HOLLOWNESS >>> the military industrial media complex 
HE AGED HANDSOME, DEMONSTRATES LONG DETESTED BLOWN UP>>>the fulcrum word here is "demonstrates" 
NOBLE TOP-DOG IS HOPELESS NO-HALO ANGEL PLANTS PATHOGEN>>> Valiant Thor (The Storm) 
HUGE THOR-GOD PLANNED PLENTEOUS DEATHBLOW TO ENTOMB>>>   so not just pathogens 
AT UNWHOLESOME D.U.M.B. THOUGHT HOTBEDS WELL PUT DOWN>>> "unwholesome" breeding babies to... 
 the military industrial media complex in the Pentagon: the residue of the Nazi Aryan/Vril agendæ 

 the fulcrum word here is "demonstrates". When Valiant Thor was said to have first arrived (1957), he did pretend that nuclear        

was not a good way to go – then goes on to show them where to put the nuclear plants – all on fault lines!Since he does not really    

age at all, he is still a very handsome man. He was here ten years before he gave them blueprints to anti gravity, May 1967, two    

years before the moon landing.Being from Venus we can assume he helped them get to the moon. He had actually already helped 

Hitler in 1939 get to the moon.Why did he wait ten years? Was he busy re-installing the Aryan-Vril  

 Valiant Thor (The Storm) who has always hated the Lulu, since we were "made in their/his image"  

 so not just pathogens; but biogens in chemtrails and our food,  and not just against humanity, but nature too 

 "unwholesome" =  breeding babies to ... treat them in any of the most cruel ways that might come to your imagination – taking organs 

without anathestic for instance, torturing them to raise their adrenochrome (also known as halal killing), sex trading with off worlders, 

shooting the kids up with by products from cattle mutilations to "sex them up"and selling to the psychotic "elite" who are far from elite 

 THOUGHT – who "thought" – Trump or Val Thor?  Is it related to:  " but does not hold." 

April 20 2020 
Last night I was told the ten footer is the new King Ninghizidda. Not known yet if he will keep that name. The person 
skulking in the crowd is Val Thor, said to have left some years ago. When one has time gates, he could just as easily 
left then and returned ten minutes before he left. Question is this: 
What is he doing in the crowd? Spying is my guess – because he can read minds. 
 

£   166 
2 66 1  Par grans dangiers le captif efchape,           Through great dangers the captive escaped:

‘‘PEACE’’ PARAGRAPHS CLEAREST FINDINGS : PATH IS SELF- RAISING CARP fish GARDEN, aquaponics  
TAP SPRINGS (underground water) LEADS FAR- REACHING PEACE.    
SCATHING GARDENER (En.ki)  HIS APPEAL:                                            [pdf forum Tellinger The  Peacemaker]  
CALENDAR FIGHTER ALERT, APPEASING, CRASHING FRIGHTENING PIG-FACED ADEPT AN PILFER  AGE, 
‘dark age’ DERANGES FAT RICH ELITE PHILANDERERS (then "DUMPS" them) 
 

 OK 
There are TWO giants 
here. We already know 
we cannot go on looks or 
appearances - because 
those are things the Anak 
can change at will. 
The only way we have 
left to our resources is by 
watching what they do. 
Since they have telepathy 
how would  Trump know 
if they lie to him? 
If wishes were horses,  
I would wish the ten 
footer is actually EnKi – 
who is supposed to be a 
RÃ these days. Albeit, the 
Anak have an IQ in the 
1200s, so certainly able 
to plan the deep under-
ground raids. Are these 
two colleagues? 

https://www.facebook.com/rob.easton.1426/posts/701845273958553
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£  3149 
4 20 4  Sperants vain heur d'eftre la enfeuelis. J557  Pointless hoping being raptured (caught up) is fortunate.

trying to determine who Lenaeus is/are 
LATER.PERSIANS. USHERED.IN. VAST ALERTNESS UNEASE USHERED VENUS  HAIR  ETERNAL SHADEUR  SUPER 
ESSENTIAL.RELATES RELATES ADULTERERS. REPULSES USELESS SIRIUS  NESTLE REPTILIAN  SELL NET ALIENIST  
ELSE  EATEN FEVERISH PLANET. RUDE FUNERALS. REFUSE SELF-RUIN 
LENAEUS DEPRIVES SNEERFUL FIAT SINFUL N URANITE TRIED DEPRAVED  EARTH  THEREAFTER 

 

Someone asked me "and what about Marduk?" The answer follows 

8 52 3 Ongie a Poytiers fainctes aifles ruiner Devant Boni .    Appeared in Flat Earth Theorum published December 2017 two years prior Corona virus  

Claws at Poitiers  holy wings ruined before  Boni.. (Boni can be Yuletide or a gift) 
just on Yuletide 2019 the Black Knight was brought down  

 PIG 
2019 

IN ADORE
 
/Libra in October        (wow – the Gates Foundation 201 event) 

ALERT: ELITES AFFECTIONATE FAVORITE VIRUS IS
 

PRAISE BRAINY OUTER SPACE-NAVAL OFFICER BRAVE EL, PENNY BRADLEY AGITATOR.  
(Officer who arrested Marduk) 
ORIGINATES INTERROGATION.– and Council Of Five, their decision to arrest Marduk 
INSANE ERRONEOUS VANITIES FIASCO BY 
SOVEREIGN CONFUSION. for Marduk 
REASON INFURIATED IN ACTIVENESS AGAINST UNIFICATION, 

 COUNSEL OF FIVE OBEDIENT SENIOR ELDER :  
ANNOTATIONS RETAINING DEGENERATE 
PROBATIONARY INSANITIES       (house arrest for Marduk) 
PERSONAE NON GRATAE BASTARDISATION TYRANNIES ; OF 
GREEDY ACTOR ONEROSITY UNDER GREASEPAINT ORDINATES  
BOUNDARY DESTROYERS             (refers to Marduk)  
(PRENATAL OEDIPEAN ABORTION BETTER IDEA) cracking a joke! Because Marduk was 
not got by E'a, but by one of his brothers from their mother 
NEGOTIATES REPENTANCY– 
FAT-FACED FROG-EYED PATRICIAN ALAH-LU PRIORITISES 
OPINIONATED ELITE RACES’ STUPIDITY : REACTIONARY NON 
BELIEVERS  PARANOIA  INSINUATES  AGONIES TENACITY. 
IS NOT SERENITY. IS FACETIOUS INFINITY SOUL SEPARATION 
 

 holy wings ruined before   Not being in any space program myself, I can only guess this refers to the badge worn 
 o URANITE from Urania, the heavens.   

 o PENNY BRADLEY is a retired Secret Space Program pilot  

 o SOVEREIGN CONFUSION, a pun based on thought he would be king  

 o GREASEPAINT = dressed up for the acting (in the court room)  

 o ALA-LU = Allah/Lucifer and proven destroyer  

 o (PRENATAL OEDIPEAN ABORTION BETTER IDEA) the word OEDIPEAN relating to the conception of Marduk  

 o ORIGINATES INTERROGATION: early in the 1990s Alex Collier stated that the Anu had asked permission to return for plant and 

equipment. Then there were warnings in these texts about the lies involved regarding their real reason for returning. The consequence of 
which was the execution of king Nannar on the spot (by being exploded) for "contempt of court" 18 Aug. 2018 

 o FACETIOUS INFINITY SEPARATION the lies Islam believes about their after-life  

 asked Penny if EnKi was the actual biological father of Marduk.  
 In the Last Supper « cassettes » Marduk looks more like Enlil or even Ala-Lu.  
 Noting the word Oedipean – a mother-son relationship ? ... That bred Marduk. ?  

 o Between 2017 and 2018 the Council of Five placed Nannar and Marduk under judgement. NEGOTIATES REPENTANCY–For whatever 

reason Nannar was executed on the spot (I wonder if this was anything to do with 8 85 "Nannar restricts the light" – with chemtrails) but 
Marduk was given a second chance to redeem himself under a negotiation of redemption. He was given the opportunity to repent, and bound 
to a Guardian ("joined at the hip" was the quotation given to me) in order to prove his repentance. I have never heard of any leopard changing 
its spots.  

Currently Marduk "has been taken to another planet" for his HOUSE ARREST sentence.  Logic says this could only be Mars or Venus.Yet 
it might even be CERES. There are 47 lines in the Template about CERES which I have been keeping in abeyance until I learn more. That 
timing seems to have arrived with Tony Rodriguez. Pending his answers to my questions 

 

Janine's Tarot Reading Nostradamus, where she describes "the lady giving predictions for 7 years... then simply disappears..." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0
wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments 
 

9 58 3 Tons affoumez roage, noir non murdry,  All reds felled, black not murdered 
ZEE:/Casseopea MEAD, AFFIRMED YOU ARE NOT IN ERROR ASSUMING, IS YOUR SONS IN ONE FORTY ONE  (found  in Da Vinci GWEN SARAN)2014 

 in 1 41 3 Femme de ioye, retours filz defaillie  Lady almost faints with joy at the return of her sons 
Quite so, taken by their father to another state and not seen for forty seven years 

9 58 3 continues   ORATOR AMAZING OH MY GOD MIRROR ART MASTERY  TRANSFORMER  (Y-FRONT) AND  SODOMY UURONGDOERS 

MODERN SYREN SANG OFTEN: YOUR MURDER RUMORED, YOUNG MODERN  INFORMER SON FOREUUARNING  
(TYRANNIZERS' NEUU GENERATOR FROZEN)  GAZED, UNDER  UUINDOUU, NOTING STARS REMOTE  IN NEAR 
EASTERN FRONT OF FARM ZONE 
MORON STORMY MANURE SUMMON GNOME DRONE GRAYS TURN OFF ENGINE,  ONE UUONDERS,  ORNAMENT GONE , 
INTO ADORE... (Libra was the next day) 
MEAD UUOMAN UUITNESSED  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
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 MASTERY MIRROR ART = obeying the directions from the texts (axe, mirror, reverse, rejoin at each lemon in The Last Supper)  

 MURDER RUMORED, yes, son in law had arrived one night just as the squatters brand new generator simply ceased working. Son in law 

overheard them plotting the murder of the collator which was the very reason for her sitting hiding in her car the exact time of witnessing 

the implosion of a "star" in an area of the sky which normally has no stars. Followed by two orbs shooting to the east and two off to the 

west. The wording in 4 31 4 "You saw me die" included a very apt description "hands on bosom" exactly.  Squashed under the steering 

wheel hiding from murderous squatters forced to look upwards!  

 INTO ADORE/Libra – September 19th could be said to be dated "into adore", the 19th, 20th and 21st being the equinox days 

 

 

 A photo  that I need to share 
 

Taken by my dear friend Jean Coles on her real camera, one 

that used negative film  

This was in 1968 when we were jillaroos at the Cunamulla 

Gate, back of Bourke . 

A good example of just how slow of wit the collator really is 

It has only taken 52 years to question what that strange light 

in the dark cloud really was. 

 

Thank you Jason Gleaves for being the only one to inspect it 

His answer was; all he knew is that it is a "solid object". 

 

Rest In Peace Jean, dear friend who took the photo 
                                                                       

Phil Schneider Deadmen Tell No Tales 1:43:47  (The Grayles underneath) 
Nov 1995 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjc5Uux2hfk 
 

First hand account of the British recovering crates or tanks of Black Goo from the Thule Island "refinery", in 1982, by 
"John" who was charged with destroying the remaining facilities after the three Royal Nacy Ships, one submarine and 
a container ship took from the base what they came for.This is the first ever Actual witness to the base to come 
forward in a public domain.The Black Goo, a sentient fluid, was taken back to the UK, where ultimately it was used in 
computers, and 25 or more... 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/bases-at-black-swan-black-goo-special/  

10 42 4 Long temps la paix leur fera maintenir.  Long times they will be maintaining the peace. 
PRAISE TRUMP AIMS NOT RELAXING PRENATAL FELONIES, LEARNING ALARMING EXASPERATION 
RATIONAL LEPSARIA, PRAXITELEAN /younger elder  ANGELS REPELLING ALIEN ANIMAL EXPONENTIAL EXPLOITS 
MALFEASANT FEMALE ATLAS  REPTILIAN   SLEEPING  LEAP 
 

2 91 4 Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants,      ('i' = 'j' and 'y' H/aphesis used )        
By double edged sword, fire, famine, death awaiting them.   Happening right now! 

 
JASON GLEAVES: (U.K. ufo radio announcer) DRAFT ALARM: RAMPANT MUTANT IMPALER (the sweating the quill rept.) 
TAMPERS LEFT EYE HAEMATOMA  FATAL.  the "sweating the quill" changeover via a mini lobotomy from human to human container 

PRIMES TAMPER IMMATURE PETULANT  TANTRUM  
M.E. PART, AIMS TRAP  TRIM, MUTATE MAN'S MENTAL   >M.E. = magnetic energy 
DREAM ALERTS (THIRD EYE) FAULTIER.  
PANTOMIMES  HUMAN  MATERNAL  TALENT.                
 IS MADE MEMORIES-FREE  DRAFT ANIMAL.  
MEGASTAR  FAST MOVING REPTILES' FEAR-FARMED IOU.  STRANGULATED  the  SUAVE  TO  STAGNATE. 

 

 
and just one more to add to the collection of the New Heavens alerts 

 

1 62 
What a great loss there will be to learning:  
via G00GLE and Wikidpedia 

 
Latona = floating islands/planets in that area called The Sea 

Fire, great floods [made] by rulers more ignorant 
How long the centuries until truly restored. 

Only found because of the SEATTLE  BIKERS  event, that I recalled there was a hidden text regarding it and found it in  
Conscience, Consciousness & Qubits. The Docteur did say, actually complain, 'why do this with so many centuries to go'? in  j565  to  I344 

What he meant by "do this" was publishing all the works on the gamble some old woman would pick up the "mandate" (Letter #32) in 800 yrs 

J565 ... add the cipher 458 (year Jain published zero as a number),  it equals 2023, year of the cat-hare-rabbit, the ice age year 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjc5Uux2hfk
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/bases-at-black-swan-black-goo-special/
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1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle ne fe verra refaict. b iij  continues  how long the centuries until truly restored. answer nearly 8 cent  (779 years) 

 
CRAVEN EVIL FUNDING  DEVIANCE  RIOTS SEATTLE FARCE  
RACIAL LEGEND CONCEALED IN FRINGE CLASS  
GRIEVANCE  RELEVANCE  LOVING  OF CIVIL OFFENCES GRIEF 

 UTILISE KEEN BIKERS IN RIOTS BRIEF;   that   WHICH ELITE  BROKER. 
  FIVE FINGERED = humans born on Earth/BOAT 

  FRINGE = six fingered, referring to hybred elite
('u' and 'v' = W and aphesis used for "H") 

1 65 3 Then fuse event to divide the pulley system     (orbit) skies rolling 
 

 
5 98 3  Poiffon en mer, fleuve, lac cuit hectique – Here is one that has me bewildered. At this moment in time  I simply cannot see it happening 

; IS FULFIL KEEN VENTURA SOUL INHELEN: THOU KEEP MI CHOICE TELL: HIS IS FECULENT productive VOICE  
 

 

4 42 1  Geneue &  Langres par ceux de Chartres ... 

 EAGER HARDCASE VENTURA  
SACRED GRACE GARDENER EXCHANGES TO DECENT CHARACTER, (HE ENRAGES HEAP CHARADE PEST RACE). 
 

CHEF FACES EAST  marking the sunrise timing, moreso these days because June 9th/10th was the solstice NOT the 21st. 

 

 

 

 
 

10 37 4a) Chambry, Moriane combat fainct . julian 

 

 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6978858/mcdonalds-teeth-
in-mcmuffin/   
 

Kuru kuru is also called the "laughing disease", stage one, which 
we witnessed in Hillary Clinton and are now seeing in Bill Gates 
June 2020 
This disease has been further engineered by those demonic below 
so that stages two & three are now airborne  and  contagious! 
This is what will become "the living dead" 

 b iij   -=  be in three = M III = 1300 hundreds  i.e. 1344 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6978858/mcdonalds-teeth-in-mcmuffin/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6978858/mcdonalds-teeth-in-mcmuffin/
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Recall this in Explanation Of The Prefixes: 6 3 4  SCEPTRE  Nibiru  CLEAREST  CORONA  N  Ash tree/Pisces  L    ETCETERA 

 

on fb last week this image appeared > 
first week in June 2020 > 

with everyone thinking it to be a 
vertical rainbow. 
It is certain there has never been such 
a thing as a "vertical rainbow". 
Notice the coincidence between the 
two images of  where the moon 
appears to be in relation to the curve. 
Seeing  the different moon phases. 
Nemesis – Atlas is said by scientists to 
be visible in the infra red = which is 
why I did not see it when taking the 
photo on the left  February 2020.  
This is also the case to the right.  

  February 2020.       Barrel date  is  January 21 – February 17 if this video has been pulled see screenshot pg 10 of ABBA Introduction 
 

1 21 3 ONE TO CONSULT VULNERABLE CONTORTIONS OF OUR EARTH IN FEBRUARY ELEVENTH URN / Aquarius (done) New Earth & Heavens 

1 6 4 first published in Presented To Vulcan 2014. Then published in RESETS Feb 9
th

 2020 – then it happened on the 11
th

. 
FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVEN

th 
RAT YEAR OANNES RE-TURN

/Messsssiah 
REFUTE UFOS ENTER, IS UNIVERSE 

video – February 11
th

 Oannes flying down from somewhere, minus 
(refuting)

 their craft.  INTRUSION IN BARREL 
date 

NOT AMIABLE 

said Da Vinci  "DANGLE IN AIR".  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail   at 4:50 seconds.  
 

£  17259 40 2 Dans l'abbaye ƒeront Flament tranches: In the Abbey the Flemish will be served up: 
ABBA/father  E'A RA AYSE EL: LANDS FONTAL-SEER'S  RANCH   ("E" date is Sept. Equinox, Spring/vernal in the south 

the date Nostradamus really died September 19 2011; and the same date in 2020 slated for the collator 

endnotes where the answer came, in the words "EARLIEST ADORE" =  September 19
th

 at the "earliest". TRENCHANT = contractual 

 
 

  
 
9 62 3 Le pertinax Oppi, & Mandragora,  The long-lasting Opium and Mandrake. 
PAIRING ORIGINAL PROXIMAL ANTE before DATE MIDDLE AGE DELETED =  to delete 676 years 
 see EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES 

 

 

 RANG meaning "communicated" before 2019; the same details. Yes, the pdf forum titled COMPARING  RESULTS was published August 2016           C+F+LADDER 
 

 this is a direct reference to the Golden Cronor Visor visit, when my son in law was sitting next to me. 1 
 APPORTION PIANO TEXT 2 

 = 
 MARGINATE to turn it, the R.O. and the E l o h i m  Alliances into a Table format, which was published as 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS & as The ELOHIM IN ALPHABET/Order 

 PREPARE TO REAPPEAR IN RARE ERA ~  REPARATION  APPENDIX  (A.D)  PREFIX ( i J  y ) ANGEL EXPLANATION. ORATOR EARNED; 
   the Golden Age described by Mother Shipton – Ursula Southeil, whose name means "female bear in southern skies". That would be Arcturus IN RARE ERA
TIME DAMN PARROT POPE EXPIRANT (March 21 2020).A REAL DRAGON, TAX'D POLAR LAND, PROPAGANDA APRON TOXIN,chemtrails  
 this should be highlighted in purple, because it came true 
ORGAN PROPAGATION PAIN,  ANTI-against POOR  PROLETAIRE/folk   
 
1  5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le chef vieux Britannique.   (‘f’ is ‘s’  & ‘i’ is also ‘y’ and ‘q’ = ‘c’ is also ‘k’ ) When the old British chief Rome will have . 
BELL SOUND pun on ‘print lines end’[K]NELL hidden within DA UINCI ENTERS PRESENT CENTURIES RECENTLY (NO PRETENCE) 
QUIETLY BY CRONUS UISOR, TO SEE CHEF PARKS, UUAS KNOUUN NICELY,  NOT DENY UUAS CYNICAL. yes, twice he could 
not believe his ‘cues’ were found. So he ‘checked in’ by a golden cronus visor (while my son in law sat next to me watching tv) 
and the other time was during a ʺpick-up-and-repairʺ, when he asked with giant swathes of skepticism emanating from him... 
“Nell, she finds my cues?” A large arm came over my physical body pointing to an open book to show him. His eyebrows did fly 
up his forehead – removing the wrinkles on his face they went so high. The ‘bell sound’ is exactly how they knock on my door. 
 
2 
 from LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED – Page One

 

 
 

 

 the strange light/s were  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail
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7 24 4 ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’ ‘u’ can be ‘v’ Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. the next line following is from Da Vinci  
ALLAN NETTER/Webber SQUIRMS IRKED – DREAMING SUPERIOR (DREAMING ODD RIGOROUS MEDIA DRUMS, SOUR KIND).  
ASK ALLAN ACTING AS : NEEDS TO READ LEONARDO'S ‘PIANO’ LINE, DIG SQUARE  AND  REAP  MORE  MATURE. 

o Admittedly I did some "squirming" myself, having to write this 

o : QUASIMODO  just came to me. Guardian  of  NotreDame. Saying Allan Webber thinks he is a Quasimodo.
o DIG SQUARE telling Allan to enquire into Pegasus, possibly the Pegasus Project which speaks entirely about the cronor 

visor and jump rooms, which have been named A.R.C  for 'Aerial Reconaissance Chamber.' Or maybe Allan Webber is a 
Freemason where "on the square" is a term for being  'set true'. 

LINK video Lady abducted from her bed via time gate 

o www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LwW-knpJ2g 

o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VAJ82nFHjw 

 

 (from Da Vinci)  in English Così accade a quelli che nella vita soletaria  

 ‘This is what happens to those who in life go it alone [soletaria f.  
You are about to read a new directive to the collator : one from Da Vinci 

HELEN 
  8 67 4 :  

ADVOCATED CLOAK coat/hide CRACK  VACILLATES  ERADICATE  SOCIALITE  ELITE;  ALLOCATE  LACK  SALACIOUS.  AISE 
SO ERADICATE ACE EVIL VI  DA VINCI ART ECHO CALLS AVARICIOUS TOAD, CAT-LIKE ATTACKED LILAC OAR ACE IN ALE, 
SADISTICAL ACE CROOK CALCULATES  ‘CROAK  SUICIDAL’  whistleblowers.  
ALLELUIA HOUSES HERO CHE-DAHL ALLIANCES ElohimALLOCATE OK CAUSTICAL VOLCANO IDEAL, ISSUE IS SOUL’S HALO SHONE 

CLEAN, SO ‘ACES’ LUSH SENILE ELITE’S U.N. LIONESS CLUE - LEO ALIEN AHA OILSLUNACIES  [SOIL].   
CAUSE IS U.N CHASE HEINOUS CHILDREN TRADE SALE,  LEECH* ALIEN’S NUCLEAR  RADIATION  (SARCASTICAL EQUIVALENCE) 
VOLCANO LAVA CAKES EARTH, ERADICATES UNETHICAL SLICK ELITE HACKERIES  
o CAUSTICAL VOLCANO IDEAL : all along we have been told (without any vacillation) that volcanoes are to be set off with the view of 
causing the demise of the elite and all the baggage which goes with them, ‘fried’ in their dumbs  
o ISSUE IS SOUL’S HALO SHONE CLEAN: the reason for the argument which caused the death of Nostradamus in September 19 2011, 
which I am told is what I witnessed. I did see a ‘planetoid’ implode and four craft leaving it.  
o LEECH ALIENS the Orion Group, *Leech is the ‘crown’ over Orion, named in Centuries Eleven & Twelve, which had been “rendered to 
Vulcan” (hidden behind the fireplace).  
Chasing heinous TRADE sale : the ‘trade in men’ clause, the TSS is part of it. exchanged for technology for the few, almost always 
designed to destroy and never designed to nurture. 
 ‘ACES’ LUSH SENILE ELITE. With ‘aces’ being a pun. Noting the word ‘senile’ which acuity is what the elite did not specifiy when they 
were chasing immortality.  
A SENILE immortality would be a living hell, for those around them. 
o ADVOCATED CRACK. AS VACILLATES ERADICATE ELITE. True, I realize now the vacillation was not aimed at the elite, but at the 
damage the elect might suffer during the ‘eradication’. The intention after all, is not to throw the baby out with the bath water. My 
suspicion is that the ‘elect’ are more likely to be those new humans born of the hybrid breeding programs to improve the human ability 
to nurture the Living Library and we have seen the word ‘meek’ inclusive of this arrangement, since ‘meek’ means the righteous. 
o AHA the first pharaoh - a key word for the president, who was cloned from a pharaoh’s cells, being Amenhemhat, and not Akhenaten 
as some people are saying. Akhenaten had too many physical problems to be of use, albeit, Amenhemhat was his paternal relative a 
couple of generations divided. This entire bloodline, from HatShepSut to her son ThutMose III to his son Amenhemhat has been showing 
indications of alien intervention, (details later) with the ‘terminal sire’ being AkhenAten, whose very brain and its cells are different.  
I say ‘terminal sire’ because he had no reigning grand children, TutAnkhAten having no living children. 
o SALACIOUS: crude, improper, suggestive 
o LILAC OAR ACE: recall the purplish craft seen over South America... the Mantids from Argo part of the Elohim, so keeping a watch for 
activity in Ale May - June regarding these events. 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LwW-knpJ2g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VAJ82nFHjw
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here is how clones can affect a persons life path 

"OF THREE CLONES/DOPPELGANGERS or WALK-INS" 
  

   hings are sent to us and often at us in order to act like a brick over the head.  

 Painful, and a reminder, to do some more thinking.  

 Some people only need it once.  

 In the case of the collator ~ several times. 

 Very shortly after marrying Mr Mead, 

 on the honeymoon in another state, close friends came to visit. 

 They all went to a local football match while something else  

occupied the new Mrs Mead, (an interview for a taxi driver job) 

and Mr. Mead had been away setting shimself up as a signwriter. 

 The "friends" returned that evening in the absence of the new Mrs Mead, 

 telling Mr Mead that she had been seen at that football match with another man.  

These "friends" had attended the newlyweds wedding, so were well aware of what she looked like. 

 They should also have been well aware that she detested ball chasing games of all descriptions.  

The new husband should also have been aware of this detail.  

This was the foundation upon which the marriage was lost. 

 Looking back, it is obvious it was all about the name MEAD  

because, that is DAME in the quatrains.  

The same quatrains which turned out to relate to the collator. 

 The second incident was not so damaging other than to become confirmation of the first. 

 Still in the other state (Queensland) the collator's youngest sister had gone to a rodeo in Cairns. 

 There she ʺsawʺ the ʺcollatorʺ and using her camera, took a photo of this stranger, simply because she was not 

believing what she was looking at.  

Yes, that photo of that person would fool even the collator's mother!  

Allowing for the collator never having been north of Harveys Bay-  

about half way to Cairns from Brisbane.  

More damaging was the third incident. 

 While moving house to central NSW, the collator receives a phone call from an irate person, possibly a man, who had 

been told his palomino mare had just been stolen from her stable in Centennial Park Sydney. 

 Seen – taken by the collator. 

 This 'man' had immediately contacted the Arabian Horse Society to tell them his mare had been stolen by the collator. 

 He made this statement on the strength of witnesses who had been in former times interviewed over the decades BY 

the collator. 

 At the time the collator still owned registered Arabians – 

 and had also been the Publicity Officer for the NSW Division.  

There is no recourse to this type of vilification without proof.  

These impersonator  persons who looked and acted just like the original –  

what were they? 

 T 
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 For one of them to be involved in the Arabian Horse show circuit narrows the larger field. 

 In all the decades of showing horses, attending seminars etc., since 1974 –  

there has never been a look-alike cross the path of anyone else in the circle surrounding the collator.  

CLONES AND DOPPELGANGERS 

~ PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

H.C. Mead-Parks Collator of The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus. 
  

“Born with two teeth in her palate”
 2 7 2, 3 42 1, 5 62 4

 

 “Eagle chased off the camp by other birds” –
 with photos 2 44 1 

 

"Numbers speak to the lady"
 Presage 10 Aug J555

 

“Lady renders sense from the senseless” 
2 44 4 

"The lonely lady continues prevailing , via the unique one  extinguished over the honorable bed/Earth
 6 63 

 unique one  refers to One Sent To Die Unique of All Deaths – appears on his headstone!  Is also a PDF by that name 

"Seven years doing  sorrowful investigation, then thru great fortune long life to the realm". 
6 63

 

“Sad nightingale shortening her days 
11 #18

 

4 91 DucGauloisMellele : MI ALLEGED
 allegory

 
stated 

SOUL 
5 36 1 sister to the brother

 COLLEAGUE : CUES  IDEAL  DIALOGUES " 
£  1820

10 35 2  MEAD: REMAIN YOUR GENIUS COUSIN'S CODE: 

"Sister to the brother  in search of the fantastic 
5 36

 

 “Almost fainted at the return of her sons” 
1 41 3, 9 58 3 Murder rumored

 

 “Tired old woman gave away the farm” 
5 36 3

 

“Dies relishing the task”
 5 36 4  

4 99 4. IN SPRING  NELL PERISHES IN SHED BY LADDER-RING-DOOR    

7 24 4. RAPTURED PORTAL RING DOOR UP ON  MAN-LIKE PAD EARS-SPRING DIURNAL LEAP ANNUAL [2020]   

Da Vinci DISAPPEARS FROM CAVE/ PIPED VERNAL DATE NOT APRIL. 
 

“Lady wearing breeches disappears from sight”
 5 65 3 

"Because they do not know about the ring" 
7 23 3 

5 62 4 Nefz parfondrees & prins le Tridental    J557
 edition 

   D.E.F. FIRE PERILS RAZED – FREEZES, FROZEN PROPER 

 FOND OF INTER-DENTAL PERSON* PRINTS FAR~PLANETS  PDFS  INTERSPERSED  LINES   ZEE SENT FOR R.O 
                                          *inter-dental, the person with two teeth interred  in the roof of her mouth/palate 
Quite so, the collator was born with two teeth in the roof of the mouth, which never descended to become adult teeth. 
ZEE Casseopean    R.O = Regency Order of the Andromeda Council,  those of Alex Collier
"Memphis Moses sophism ship over Lone Pine Tree" 10 79 2 

"sheep mutilation" 10 94 2 with warning helicopter 5 62 3 

1 89 2   Metans a mort tous ceux de Loyre & Seine LAY: [collator] INTRODUCES EXTERNAL EASY-TO-USE 
TEXTUAL MEMOS 

4 83 3   INNOVATION – USES DEVIATION IN EDITIONS  because one of the directives was to BOX THE LINES LINEARLY 

9 91 2  Le Chersonnez tiendra & Marceloyne 

RELY  CORÉ  [stage gate/star-gate] RELY  A  LONELY  LATE-COMER  HELEN CHOSEN ONE:   

MET, TRAINED HER,  REANIMATED THE  LINES-  ORACLE  CHEERS … DETRIMENT  NONE 

3 100 3 Force & terroir en moment exploré, 
R.O. TO MNEMONIC REFLEX REPORTER: (the collator) ON [E.Yah] PREFER EXTREME CONTROL IN yr ROOM.  
INTERPRETER [collator] EXCEL FROM ROOM.  REFER EXPERIMENT CONTROL ROOM,  (jump room co-ordinates)  
Yes, I recall, October 2013 a ‘’looking glass’’ event in my main room which I did take to be someone other than 
Nostradamus. 
R.O. IMPLEMENTOR EXERT CORNER [turn] IN OS (other lines also say to be in ''queer cave in Capricorn'') 
Corner means ''turn'' (Earth).  You can see these ''turns'' in the ''banners'' in the vignettes of the ''Lost Book'' 
MI [Nostradamus] R.O. MENTOR RECENT EXPLORER OF ROOF OF REPORTER – ROOF NOT EXCEL.   
more at pg 34 of Proceeding 

This is not meant to make you feel horrible, just think how lucky a person is to have had these things happen and to 

know WHY. 

 There is additional stuff about a man who came into a person's life 1996 –  

who turned out to be reptilian bred.  

At that time it was simply puzzling –  

but now Iit is known why –   Some people just need to know why before they proceed... 
….. 
P. B-B: "Are these stories recorded somewhere?" 
Thank you for asking. 

 I have been t'asked with getting the book done. 

 It (this type of thing) is a "prenatal"/arrangement. 
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 I have begun the book. 

 It has been commenced as  ABBA The Book INTRODUCTION . 

 Link here  
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-February-2020-

encrypted.pdf   

 
£   392

 4 92 1 Teƒte tranchee du vaillant capitaine,  Head of captain valiant cut off, 
ET CAPTAIN.VAL-DIEU  ALLIANCE    UN  VACILLANT TRANCHE 

 also means contract clauses  
INTESTATE  not handed down 

HENCE  ANTICIPATE UN ILL TESTED  REACHED  UNALLEVIATED  THREATS 

4 92 1  CREATIVE  RADIANCE  E.T.  A (Cassiopeian) ELECT  CLEAN  FACED    EA   AN  THE  ART  TALENT:  IS  DA VINCI           
4 92 1 HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE, you  CARPETED [by chemtrails]   ANTICIPATE   SAD   EVENT     URAL-ALTAIC 

SEVENTEENTH  DAN/Scorpio ~ ICE  HALTS...TENTACULAR  HALF  LUNATIC  ALIEN  ENLIL/VALIANT/Thor   FLAUNTS  A.I.,  
THREATENS   NUCLEAR  ADULTERATE,  INCAPACITATE  VITAL  EARTH in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED..........................................  

 CALENDAR  SATANIC PRENATAL  INFANT  ATE ~  
EATEN ALIVE EACH PITIFUL PAUSE – ACHIEVED REPAIR  THEIR  FATE=  to delete 1000 years and add back 324      
 

£   393 
4 93 1 Un ƒerpent veu proche du lict royal, a serpent seen near the royal bed, (prince Wills owns SerCo) 

CUP  PRESENTS   LUCID  LAY ELUCIDATORY:elucidates  VORTICAL  LYE  DOUUN  EVENT  /copper/Libra 

TROY deceivers  TO REPENT  CHLORIDE UUATER-HOLDER  IN VAIN.  PREVENTS  PURE  SOULS  CHORE    
apparently this one was meant to be found ten years ago when the collator was a Learner............................................................................................................................................................. 
 

Queensland Govt admits falsifying Covid-19 death numbers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mbhURWCJu8&feature=share  
 

War Castles-The Beginning of The End Of The NOW 
So – how does it fit in that QEII is dethroned? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sthi-
3yU5Q&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0KWfO1XJrAo7rNLR9AEoNI72kJykd04QfvHEOM4XjAMzm4ysduZdZ2OVw 
£  1847

10 62 2  
NELL DEBUT EDITS - DELVES HITLER INVERSED RADIATURE  VRIL  
ERIDANVS DUET ARIA DELUSIVE  ADULT DEBT   invader believes herald saluted Arab,  uuriter delivers       
 
£  2212

 4 26 3   there are four "horse stars" Equulus the colt, Centaur, Pegasus and Sagittarius   
HORSE  STARS TAIL/Deneb  REALISTS LAST HOLIER SCHEDULE. HOCUSSED  HITLER. 
 [Henry]SALTS  HERON/Bennu-Grus SEDUCE, ALTERS SOULS , BELCH HELIOS                               

4 26 3 REALISTS HOLIER SCHEDULE (these texts) HOCUSSED HITLER. HELIOS the sun STAR  TAILS BELCH,  
[Henry]SALTS HERON/Grus chameleon ALTERS SOULS 
Hocussed Hitler pairs  9 23 1 FUTHAERCS RUNES HOCUSSED S.S. ZEALOTS, (Hitler)  (and see Henry Salt in BAUVAL forum) 
GOOD HUGE DOUBLE GOLDEN CUBES QUEEN, CLUB FOOTED, CAREFUL FAITHFUL THANKFUL SCHOLAR IS CREDULOUS: 
club-footed are one of the little greys of the Elohim 

SACRED BIREO/Cygnus HERO FILCHED COBRA/Putin; ECHOED RUSSIAN ACE (see the Golden Cubes video in the PUTIN forum) 
UUE CHERISH TELLINGER HAS CHECKED, ABLE DEDUCE THE FABULOUS ELOHIM UUHO ARE UUEDDED GRACE-FUL 
ALLIANCES: CLUES HEREIN 
UUOEFUL FICKLE COREI GOODE IS CHEERFUL OF BLACK DEATH KILL, FEATURES FEARED SELF-UUILLED STENCHFUL 
FAT-HEAD SCOUNDREL Marduk   HUNCHBACK LAESTRIGONE :UURATHFUL SIR Marduk UUICKEDNESS BEHEAD OFFENCES, SUCKS 
BLOOD SHOUUS OFF FAKE BLACK CUBE CLOUDED see El Paso video3 77 4

 

pairs ASTRIONICS  -  

1 100 4 Mourra toft grand,& finira la guerre.ciij        
JUDGE  FROM  IRREGULAR  INFORMATION  IN  AIRCRAFT  CARRIAGE  UUHO IS INJURING  ADULTERER...    
For some time the texts have been asking the collator to "study astrionics". 7 12 3  Instantly I saw this I knew why.  
 It is by the aircraft that they use we can tell which are the shapeshifters and which are not.     
Distrust any Roman Candle, cigar, zeppelin, cylinder or long rectangle craft. Even though Tau Cetians use cigar craft too. 
RECTANGULAR AIRCRAFT IS REGARDING EMULATOR (shapeshifter) AIM LURE JUNIOR [child] UP – AIM GRAFFITI, hologram 
AIM  INJURED  JUNIOR, [see "thick lipped & eaten feet first"] & there are no toilets in these craft so do not be fooled. 
GAIN  DRAMATIC  REFRIGERATOR (ice age) 
 

£  2498 
7 12 3 R/Draco HOMOS CONSORTIAL HORSE

/Pegasus/Equulus/Centaur/Sagittarius
 RACE GOLDENSEAL HORSE/monthCAR/Yule 

LONG CONTROLING NARCOSIS LEADERS.NOT.CARE. ARCHER RESEARCH ASTRONOMIC ASTRIONICS              

 (the “horse race” would be the Markabians, or Tall Whites consorting Draco) 
 
£  2499 

7 13 3 
 NARCOSES CATARRHINES ARUSPICES CROATIAN DISORDERS ERRATIC SCENARIOS UPRAISES UPRISES SARCOSINE 
TERRAIN CRASHES ISUS ARCHERESS  SEARCH  IESUS SACHS ORDERS   and see the jellyfish craft in many medieval 
crucifixion art – google MEDIEVAL UFOs and go straight to “images” and go to the last pages here to see one hovering in a 
vignette from the “Lost Manuscripts” painted by Cesar de Notredame. 7 13 3 pairs TO STUDY  C+F+ASTRIONICS  C+F+6 78 1, 7 12 3 
£  3201

 4 72 4  
STARNAMED NORDIC AISE IS AS MASTER NOTRADAME SAID CONDONE CONSIDERATION

 study 
ASTRIONICS

(u.f.o. propulsion) 

OSIRIC /Orion SCIRON/abductor  ON MARS =   see Iris Saint image  last page  

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-February-2020-encrypted.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-February-2020-encrypted.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mbhURWCJu8&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sthi-3yU5Q&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0KWfO1XJrAo7rNLR9AEoNI72kJykd04QfvHEOM4XjAMzm4ysduZdZ2OVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sthi-3yU5Q&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0KWfO1XJrAo7rNLR9AEoNI72kJykd04QfvHEOM4XjAMzm4ysduZdZ2OVw
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£   578
 6 78 1 Crier victoire du grand Selin croiffant, To proclaim the victory of the great expansive "Selin:"  J562 ed 

IRELANDS EVICTOR RUDE U.N  SCIRON/thief DRUG,  GRADED, NARCOSIS sleepy FOLK, SLANDERING.   

because: GRANDEUR GUARDIAN VICTOR ENDS SAINTS LINE 

RIVER
 /EridAnus

 ARSONIST DARTS DANGERS.                         and see Kissinger herein C+F+1 33 3 
 it is by their craft we will know them 2) because our “leaders” have some of these craft  
 EVICTOR C+F+ Escheatage. This has happened before, consequent to the great Potato Famine. The weather then being 

every bit managed as is done these days.
 

 

£  2124
 3 38 3 Au moys contraire & proche de vendage   In the contrary month and near vintage time 

Sept equinox J557
 

MEAD MADE RE-CREATION  ASTRIONIC ASTRONOMIC VEGAN AGE EVENHANDED CHORE  ECHOED AGAIN.   

see Mayan pyramid landing image pg 42  ..                                                                                           ARES= killing off 
UN DUNG MANAGED INTER-CORPORATE  A.I. CONSORTIUM.  CONSORT AIR-TERRAIN  AGENCIES  [EPA etc] 

 

                       
3 20 1   j555 publication 

Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique   Through the regions of the great river Guadalquivir  
(via underground bases and tunnels) 

 
those Vril ufo craft with external ball-like propulsion system  
FUELLED LEADED FUEL DRAGS, UNUUINDS DNA ALLELE TRACKERS 
UNESCORTED ENTER CLOSE ORBIT, UNRESTED; FLEUU 

  

– end of Libra. 

ORACLE'S PRECONQUESTAL  PDF  EQUIP'D  TRUTHFUL,  ABLE PLEAS prayers  FOUND   

That pdf which was censored ("In The Matter Of Yehovah") was  later put inside  ABBA Introduction, after publishing  it late October 
UNSCRUPULOUS DENSE ANU SEE THEIR SUPER CERNS ENERGETIC BREAKDOUUN 
(PUSHING ELECTRICAL GRID EQUALS BURNED-OUT;  
HUGE  TUBE UNDERNEATH  PRESSURE  DEAFENS ALL ABOUT) 
DRIED-UP UURINKLED LAUUBREAKER THUNDERER ENLIL BLEEDS,  
PERSECUTES THE TRUSTFUL 'SUCKERS' SURE 
THREATENED SACRILEGE, UURECKAGE OF SACRED GAIA-PLANET-UUORLD  C+F+1 33 3 
IN  (HE UUAS UNABLE TO SECURE) 
POUUERFUL FLUORESCENT BLUE ONES /Andromeda Council FELT  
UUONDERFUL EARTH UUETTER BED IN UUINTER FOR GENTEEL KNEUU,  
STONE AGE ICE GRACES   
UUEAKEN'D HUGE ROGUE SUPER-SOLDIERS  

 
CELEBRATE GOLDEN CUBE TAKEN TOUGH UUISE ADORE COBRA PUTIN UP  

 
STAGE GATE CRONUS UISOR RING;  
POET CENTURIES QUATRAINS TREE CIPHERS TOLD HEED  
QUEER OUTER SPACE "GODS" DEATHFUL BALD D'ABUS GRAILES' FEED 
SERUICE TO SELF ELITE HATRED, GROTESQUE QUARRELS.  REAPS  
GENIUS E'AH GURU INDEBTED HELEN PARKS UNDER SAFE AUGUR,  
USEFUL DOUBLE-FACED SUBTERFUGE, TRUE, COURAGOUS, FEATURES  
SHE OUTRAGES FINGERED ONE-SIDED BIGOTED OLD PATRIARCH  
UATICAN'S TROUBLED CHAOS CREATURES.  
REPAIR CALENDARS, DEBUNK PESTERER KEEN KEPT USEFUL FUTURE   
HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: DOUBTERS UUILL RUE 
CLUBFEET, (GENTLE CHE-RUB) LEGEND E'AH, QUEENS' UUASP-LIKE  ANTID,   
SEALED LAURENCE GARDNER FEATURES UUHITE-POUUDER-GOLD  
LECHEROUS BAG HOLDER, PAUUN UUES PENRE GEEK'S BEHEADER  
FUDGER'S  SUN  REPTILE-  
AND UNREPENTANT GREAT-AHPEE ENCHANTER-SORCERER LEAGUE  
DEFEATED, UUITH ATLAS DEFECATOR-DUNG-PILE/Pleiades CHILDREN THIEF: 
UUE ARE UUARNING READ THE ELOQUENT.  
DURING FALSE ATEN PULSE, UUASN'T ASTEROID UUAR  
SUUEPT ADRIATIQUE SALT SEAS UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE  
SPEEDIEST: UUASTEFUL BURNT-EARTH POLICIES FOR  

 
o HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: the word "house" here is to be taken as "the bloodlines of the House" thus Keeping Bloodlines secret 
o  
o  

 STONE AGE ICE GRACES / doing us all a favour. 

o GROTESQUE QUARRELS. The factions of the Monster Abus Grayles from OPHIUCHUS (another word which is in this line) ats their 
"allied space members" the Anakim are falling apart. 
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o REAPS/"rapture" the raptoring, which has ALWAYS been in the date of Scorpio in the Hidden Texts  
o KEPT  
o DOUBTERS UUILL RUE not having believed we are not yet in 2018 by at least a thousand years 
o LOST HOE  Boötes/Arcturus CLUBFEET, the little greenish greys from Arcturus have clubbed feet GENTLE CHE-RUB refers to the J-

Rod52 who use Che as a prefix to their private names  LEGEND E'AH, is EnKi QUEENS'= Casseopea  UUASP-LIKE ANTID,  = Mantids  
could not fit the words LOST HOE in the line.  

o BEHEADER Muslim FUDGER'S  shape shifter, pretender, or liars 
o GREAT-AHPEE – Aleister Crowley referred to his favorite lover as the "great Ape" (pronounced Ahpee) means from Sirius 
o UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE saying water, more water yet never enough to slake the thirst.  
This will be the Mt Fesulan event in  8 16     

 
 

 

 
 
3 49 1 Regne Gaulois tu feras bien change French 

Gaul 
 realm you will be much changed 

ELITE CHIEFS IN  
 

o  
o 

   The date is the same for TRAIN DANGER MID ANNA
o  For the ELITE CHIEFS  to take over means a chaos event has or is in the process of happening
The remainder of 3 49 1 appears on page 23 ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUIT May 1 2018 
 
£   231

 3 31 1   
 REANIMATED  ABDERA/Thrace MACHINE  (Antikythera 

USA. DEBATE MAPS.  DEEMED  DREAD SAUDI ARABIA DEED REMAINS  becomes the new north pole     
£   362

 4 62 1  
ALCHEMI NONCOMBINATIVE NEON (TUNA BLUE) CHLOROAMINE  NOMINATIVE IMMORTAL CHANI NAME COMBINATION 
HEROIC ABLE MICHAEL CELTIC CORNMEAL/BRAN  IN BIT MACHINE

/computer. 
HE MORE BRILLIANT MENOLEA. ONE MALE 

4 62 1 Vn coronel machine ambition [aim], A colonel with ambitious plots, 

 
Andromeda Council Angel  [nominated] 

 [haloed/clever] COMBINATION NAME [St] MICHAEL, [&] CORN MEAL [Celtic BRAN] the explanation how a Younger 

Elder can be COMBINATION both St Michael and Bran the Beloved is in the pdf forum  LETTRE 32 & REINCARNATION        

 this pairs 1 2 BRAN CHE'S 
£  3538

 8 67 4 Ferrare, Callonne grande protection. 

INFECTOR CELL/tower AERO ION (d.e.w.) ENDANGER RARE ORACLE COLLATOR NELL REGARDING FRONTIER 

RANGE PORTEND/ R.O. KORÉ REFRACTION (lux)PROTECTED, ONCE/after ONNE/Mch equinox –LENT-REPEAT/Gemini- 

NOON/middle LEO–TO LATE EAR/Virgo.RAT
DATE

.COLLECTED IN REARING/rising EON/new ERA.COOLED, NOT CLONED 

Have you been asking yourself "Is "Q" for real? 

The next pdf forum will provide some coincidences that lead to the idea the "Q"Anon may be for real 

 6 63 Seven years doing sorrowful investigation,...  

 then thru great fortune long life to the realm".  (Q) see "27 years" in quatrains. 1990 – 2017. 
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James Marusek reports: 
 "The weather for the period of the previous comet Ison in December I680.   Winter of I681 /1682 A.D. In the 

United States, on 11 December 1681, the Delaware River near Philadelphia was frozen solid in one night so as 
to be passable on the ice." 

Making next visit due around 700 years later, meaning this timing say, give or take, circa I380 and since we are in 
I344 this year/2020 , a difference of ca 36/33 years sitting within our own solar system  fits close  enough with 
their elliptical orbit and our unknown calendar start-date. It can sit in our system for over twenty years. 

Because this double image had been put onto my fb wall, I had thought it had also appeared in a pdf article for  the reader 
to comprehend this is true. but it had not.    It was only 9 years between Cassini reporting it, and the Delaware freezing. 
A woodcut on the left shortly after the real times of Nostradamus and a crop circle on the right  to alert us all of 
upcoming events.  Comparing the diagonal cross on both depictions larger celestial body and a similar  cross on 
the smaller, shown also, in both alerts. 
Do you see how we have all been duped by the "five different stories that confuse the public" ?1 That Sitchin wrote of  
a 3,600 year orbit may also be true. That would make it the Destroyer every fifth visit. It gets a new name each time. 
1 ...confuse the publicʺ... The comment made to J. Pen.niston by an alphabet agent at the Dec I980  R.endlesham F'orest incident. 

The same remark that keeps disappearing from my pdfs on the website. The only time it did appear was when I misspelt his name. 

 

1 68 Pope INNOCENT  

 

1 68 
O  what a dreadful and wretched torment 
[pope] Innocent’s three that one comes to  deliver: 
that one pope  Innocent giving/adding three (centuries) 
Poison suspected, betrayal badly guarded 
Done in horror by drunken  traders. 

pope Innocent did die just before William The Bastard took Hastings   

 

1 68 

O  that dreadful and wretched torment 
Innocents’  Troy/deceit that one is coming to deliver . 
Poison suspected, turned in badly protected 
Done in horror by drunken envoys. 
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J562 Que pour de l'or en bled non fans peine il change. 

That instead of its gold making difference serfs not without anguish/sentenced. taxed-fiscal, sovereign position stolen
 

No sooner than I had placed the full stop on the end of this advice than a post came in from f b showing a man 
leaving court having won his sovereignty. A matter of several thousand dollars in vehicular fines – wiped. His 
common name is Santos Bonacci at Syncretism. 
 

 

  

 

 
Is there a word between "askance"  
and "angst" ? 
Does the expression we are wearing describe 

 that word ?

We both spotted the wedding cake at the same time.      Jackie was well aware how hard I worked 
to get the round cake I felt was better for luck.  The same reason as a round dining table, with 
communications flowing easily. It was just a fancy idea that came to mind that a marriage needs 
everything to flow more easily.  
Yes, the cake arrived square. 
Even the expression on Mr. Mead's face in the background says much. 
Which was Reflected in this reaction you see here:- one of "askangst". 
We are all wearing that warrior look  of  "just take one mooore step..." 
 
PARCA (Latin for Parks)  IN LETTER 32, correspondence of Nostradamus written in the Latin 

“Brototium meum iamdudum Parca rapuit, quae (Fem.) quidquid est apud nos boni quamprimum sibi 
vendicat. P. Brototius filius iuvenis est admodum et [69 vº] ista parum curare videtur. Porro autem tales 
sunt plerumque nostrae literae, quae si vel non perferantur vel negligentius habeantur, non parum ea   
res nos offensura sit.” 

The original above, taken as masculine by the translator/s but ‘quae’ is the female  – 
 albeit the translators still spelt it PARKS 

“Here already it has been some time that my dear Brototium was delighted by  Parks,   who took hold  

[of our mandate*] those things amongst us which must be done herself/himself [being] as a priority the best 
among us  

   "Who has the ears to hear whatsoever amongst our mandate. * To undergo delivery forthwith." 
The references to Brototium & Rosenberg in  letter #32 seems to mean persona who were in the know about 

stargates (‘the ring’)  … “delighted by  Parks,…  who took hold [of our mandate] those things amongst us 

which must be done herself (being) as a priority the best [thing] among us’’. 

It continues, describing a personal problem of this Parks person – a frail womb-uterus, which the translaters 
(being all men) simply skipped over – not translating that paragraph at all.! 
 

Letter #32 – the words broken down – were simply ignored by the ‘translators’. 
 

Paucis abhinc diebus, nobilissime Rosenbergi , redditae sunt nobis à te literae, tua (your) iaspide Jasper tenia  obsignatae 
(sealed)  in cera (wax) viridi, (green)           (meaning in a "green seal") ... 

ʺdatae (provides)  autem (almost/moreover) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (via) fonts (pelvis/Sagittarius-Scorpio) 
febriles (fever) prope (close to, thanks to) tua (ƒ: her) mapalia (bad decision )              
 this is the  paragraph completely ignored by the ‘translators’: 

“ Moreover indication is (in evidence) she is unharmed by fever in the pelvis because of her bad decision "  
When I chose to get an intra uterine device at the time of marrying Mead: – this was mentioned in Letter #32 for two 
reasons- proof it is a female Parks, and how fortunate Parks did not suffer the results of that IUD which all other 
women did – becoming infertile. Simply because Suzanne and Eloise are  part of this overall mandate and would not 
have been born had the IUD made Parks infertile. There was a world wide class action case against the Dalkon Shield. 
tenia [as a suffix]  held keep comprehend collect possess master preserve represent supported 
so saying: the letter to Rosenberg is sealed (unopened by any other) with a jasper/green preservative 
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IRIS SEMINARIST AS SAINTS 


